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Abstract

Chapter 1 examines how land market frictions can hinder the growth of manu-

facturing firms in developing economies. Land market frictions are the result of

increased land fragmentation, poor land records, and restrictive land use policies.

Using manufacturing census from India with unique land data, I document that

in regions with smaller land parcel size, firms acquire many small parcels slowly

over time, expand building with 4% lower probability, and are 22% smaller in size.

I build a dynamic structural model that flexibly captures firm land adjustment

costs which vary with the size of adjustment and region. I find that land frictions

reduce lifetime producer profits by 6.5%. In some regions, firms pay 119% in ad-

ditional land aggregation costs over and above the dollar value of land. My results

are also consistent with the hypothesis that government-affiliated firms face lower

land frictions. I find that private firms pay three times more for land aggregation

than government-affiliated firms. I use the model to analyze the effects of a pro-

posed government land-pooling policy on producer profits, firm growth, and land

misallocation; and to quantify the expected losses to firms from the 2015 eminent

domain restrictions.

In Chapter 2, William Speagle, Kevin Ehrman-Solberg and I study racial

covenants which were clauses in property deeds that prohibited the sale or rent-

ing of a property to specific religious and ethnic minorities. This paper studies

the effect of racially-restrictive covenants, prevalent during the early-to-mid 20th

century, on present-day socioeconomic outcomes such as house prices and racial

segregation. Using a newly created geographic data on over 120,000 historical

property deeds with information on racial covenant use from Hennepin County,

Minnesota, we exploit the unanticipated 1948 Supreme Court ruling that made

racially-restrictive covenants unenforceable. We employ a regression discontinu-

ity around the ruling to document the causal and time-persistent effects of racial

covenants on present-day socioeconomic geography of Minneapolis. In particu-

lar, we document that houses that were covenanted have on average 15% higher
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present-day house values compared to properties which were not covenanted. We

also find a 1% increase in covenanted houses in a census blocks reduces black

residents by 14% and reduces black home ownership by 19%.
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Chapter 1

Land Market Frictions in

Developing Countries: Evidence

from Manufacturing Firms in

India

1.1 Introduction

Manufacturing firms are small in many developing countries.1 Modern manufac-

turing requires large amounts of land, but acquiring adequate land for industrial

purposes is difficult in developing countries, which may inhibit industrial devel-

opment and growth. India provides a stark example of land frictions (Economist,

2013).2 Although large-scale manufacturing requires a large plot of contiguous

land, Indian land is fragmented into many small parcels with an average size of

only 2.9 acres–almost 100 times smaller than the average U.S. parcel size (234

acres).3 Thus, the establishment of modern manufacturing facility requires nego-

tiation with hundreds of owners, increasing the cost of bargaining and the risk of

1See (Hsieh and Olken, 2014).
2See Govindarajan and Bagla (2015), Ghatak and Mookherjee (2014) on land reforms for indus-
trialization.

3MacDonald et al. (2013)
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holdouts. For instance, to assemble 997 acres of land for their Nano car plant in

2005, Tata had to deal with 12,000 different owners. In contrast, General Motors’

1984 Fort Wayne plant acquired 937 acres of land from only 29 owners.4 Not only

is Indian land fragmented, but land aggregation is further hampered by poor land

records and restrictive land use policies.5

In this paper, I explore the role of land frictions in inhibiting the development

of manufacturing firms in India. To do so, I proceed in three steps. First, I use

novel data from the Indian Manufacturing Census to document that firms acquire

many small parcels of land and slowly over time. The Census covers organized

manufacturing firms and is unique in separating land inputs from other capital in-

puts. I also show that in regions with higher land fragmentation, firms are smaller

and grow at lower rates. Second, I build a dynamic structural model that flexibly

captures firm land adjustment costs which vary with the size of adjustment and ac-

cording to firm ownership and location. I find that land aggregation costs are large

and vary substantially across ownerships and states. Third, I run counterfactual

experiments to analyze the effects of a proposed government land-pooling policy–

where government acts as intermediary to aggregate land–on producer profits, firm

growth, and land misallocation. Land pooling policies are currently being debated

across several states in India. I find that a land-pooling policy increases the profit

and growth of firms significantly and lowers land misallocation. I also quantify the

expected losses to firms from the 2015 law restricting the use of eminent domain

for manufacturing purposes.

I build on recent literature studying the role of poor management, capital

misallocation, and size-dependent policies in explaining the size of Indian man-

ufacturing firms (Besley and Burgess, 2004; Bloom, Eifert, Mahajan, McKenzie,

and Roberts, 2013; Hsieh and Klenow, 2009). While the qualitative nature of

India’s land problem is well known, the lack of computerized data on land hold-

ings and land transactions makes quantitative research difficult. Like Duranton,

Ghani, Goswami, and Kerr (2015), I explore the effect of land misallocation on

4Ghatak, Mitra, Mookherjee, and Nath (2013), Butters (2015)
5See Appendix A for further details on land frictions in India.
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Indian manufacturing.6 I am able to complement their analysis by exploiting a

previously unused section of the Indian Manufacturing Census data because I ob-

serve land currently owned by firms, as well as land acquired each year over a

17-year period.

The data allows me to document the effects of land market frictions. I show

that Indian firms acquire land gradually over time, buying small parcels, rather

than making rare lumpy investments, which I term the small land bite strategy.

Moreover, the use of this strategy varies across region. In regions with smaller

than average parcel size, firms adjust their land more often, but with smaller size.

In regions with larger than average parcel size, adjustments are larger and more

lumpy. Land fragmentation is also correlated with employment growth, revenue,

and construction of new buildings. A one-acre decrease in average parcel size in

a region results in 4% lower building expansions by firms and a 22% reduction in

firm size.

I also find that private firms do small but frequent land adjustments, whereas

firms affiliated with the government have large and lumpy adjustments. It is

inherently difficult to know how firm development would unfold in the absence

of land frictions. However, I make use of the insight that government-affiliated

firms face smaller frictions due to easier access to eminent domain and land title

clearing. So a comparison between private and government-affiliated firms in India

can show the effects of land market frictions. In particular, I find that private firms

add land which is half the size of land adjustment by government-affiliated firms,

following the small land bite strategy.

I use the data to estimate a dynamic structural model of firm land adjustment

using the variation in land bite strategies. I estimate the land adjustment costs

separately across regions and ownerships. India does not have an industrial land

policy index for every region over time; and land aggregation costs from negotiation

efforts and lawyer fees are not directly measured in the data. Thus, I instead use

a revealed preference approach to indirectly measure land friction costs. I build

a single agent dynamic discrete choice model (Rust, 1987) where firms produce,

6See literature review on how the current paper differs from Duranton et al. (2015).
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choose inputs, and decide the land adjustment in each period. I estimate industry-

specific production function input elasticities to account for different land input

requirements across industries (Levinsohn and Petrin, 2003).

In the model, firms choose whether and how much land to buy each period. The

model expands on the current capital adjustment costs literature (see Caballero,

1999; Ryan, 2012) by incorporating both sunk and convex costs of investment.

This accounts for not only infrequent land bites through sunk costs but also nego-

tiation costs that increase exponentially in the size of adjustment, an important

feature in countries with severe land fragmentation.

I find that land aggregation costs are large; and vary substantially across own-

erships and states. Private establishments, which account for 86% of manufactur-

ing firms, face land aggregation costs that are three times higher than those for

government-affiliated firms. Furthermore, I find that land input is misallocated

across firms based on ownership, with less productive government-affiliated firms

owning more land than more productive private firms.

Land aggregation costs vary sharply across regions, and in some regions the

estimated land aggregation costs add additional 119% to the direct monetary

price of land. Heterogeneity in estimated land costs across regions emerges as

additional source for regional inequality in new manufacturing business within

India. In addition, this is the first paper that estimates land elasticity associated

with manufacturing production. Through production function estimation, I find

that land input elasticity in the Indian manufacturing sector is significant and is

between 0.056 - 0.080.

Finally, using estimated parameters from the model, I run three counterfactual

experiments. I start by studying the effect of the 2015 eminent domain restrictions

on Indian manufacturing firms. Unlike China, which has fueled manufacturing

using eminent domain (Ding, 2007), India’s democratic setup results in lower use of

eminent domain, although it is used occasionally as a de facto policy to circumvent

land fictions. The 2015 law brought the eminent domain use for manufacturing

to a virtual halt and has been criticized for slowing industrialization (Ghatak

and Ghosh, 2011). For this counterfactual, I compare government-affiliated firms

4



that until 2015 had faced lower land aggregation costs but now face high private

cost structure. I find that eminent domain restrictions lower lifetime producer

profits of firms by up to 4.8%, and hence, could have played a role in slowing

industrialization.

Next, I examine the growth of firms in the absence of land aggregation costs,

which provides a bound to the effect of land frictions on manufacturing firms. I

find that in the absence of land frictions, lifetime producer profits increase by up

to 6.5% for the most productive firms, while firm growth rate increases by up to

11%.

Lastly, I study the effectiveness of the proposed land-pooling policy. To do

so, I consider an experiment where I take a particular firm from a state with

high land cost and move it to the state that follows the “best land practices” and

has the lowest estimated land costs. I find that such a policy increases lifetime

producer profits by up to 3.8% for the most productive firms. Additionally, land-

pooling policy reduces land misallocation significantly by providing land to the

most productive firms regardless of their ownership.

Although, this paper focuses on India due to data availability and the extensive

land friction environment of the country, quantifying the effect on production from

land frictions–restrictive land use policies and zoning–is important everywhere.

This paper provides a framework to study the effects of land frictions in any

country with adequate data availability. Additionally, while this paper focuses on

incumbent firms, new manufacturing firms also enter with small initial land input

and will have to face similar land aggregation costs as they grow. The rest of

the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides the literature review while

section 3 discusses the data and descriptive evidence. Section 4 and 5 lay out

the structural model and empirical strategy, respectively. Results are displayed in

section 6. Section 7 provides policy experiments.
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1.2 Related Literature

This paper is related to a number of papers that have studied the issues of man-

ufacturing in India, land market issues in India, and land friction issues around

the world. The relatively small Indian manufacturing sector has been documented

and studied before. Hsieh and Olken (2014) suggest that large and capital inten-

sive firms in India are highly constrained. Land is a major input for both large

and capital intensive firms. Banerjee and Duflo (2005) and Hsieh and Klenow

(2009) study misallocation in capital and output in Indian manufacturing sector

indicating that less productive firms have higher inputs than what is optimal due

to frictions.7 These papers do not focus specifically on land market frictions.8

Duranton et al. (2015) are first to highlight the effect of Olley and Pakes (1996)

measure of land input misallocation on output misallocation in the manufacturing

sector in India.

The present paper is different from Duranton et al. (2015) in four major ways.

First, this paper builds a dynamic structural model to estimate land aggregation

costs using revealed choices of firms. This approach allows the paper to study

the effects of not only fragmentation but also a myriad of land related policies on

the land aggregation cost structure. The structural estimation of this paper also

allows for policy analysis. Second, this paper is the first to document the role of

fragmentation in land market frictions and shows a link between fragmentation

and firm land bite behavior. Third, this paper uses previously unused panel data

with detailed land investment information to study effects on size manufacturing

firms. Fourth, this paper consistently estimates the elasticity of land input into

the manufacturing production function by following the control function approach

methodology of Levinsohn and Petrin (2003).

While this paper focuses on the effect of land frictions on manufacturing sector

7Also see Bau and Matray (2019) on misallocation and FDI and Boehm and Oberfield (2018)
who study the effect of court congestion on aggregate productivity in Indian manufacturing
sector.

8Misallocation in the land input has been studied but mostly in the context of agriculture and
outside India. See Chen et al. (2017), Adamopoulos and Restuccia (2014) and Restuccia and
Santaeulalia-Llopis (2017).
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in India, Glaeser (2014), Glaeser and Ward (2009), and Herkenhoff et al. (2018)

study the effect of restrictive land policies on urban development and the recent

slowdown in the U.S. economy. This paper also relates to studies on the role of

clear property rights in development (see Deininger and Feder, 2001; Feder and

Feeny, 1991). Other papers have studied land fragmentation in India but only in

the context of agriculture (see Chand et al., 2011; Manjunatha et al., 2013; Parikh

and Nagarajan, 2004).9 Heller (1998) proposes the theory of anti-commons where

many owners with the right to exclude others from a scarce resource like land in

India can result in underuse.

A few papers have looked at the connection between land market issues and

manufacturing in India, albeit from a different point of view. Two case studies on

the use of eminent domain for manufacturing purpose, Ghatak et al. (2013) on Tata

Nano car plant (Singur) and Dutta (2009)on Nokia SEZ10, highlight the fraught

nature of land acquisition for industry in India, even when an intermediary like

government is involved.11 My paper complements their analysis by quantifying

the effects of eminent domain. Ghatak and Mookherjee (2014) develop a new

method for land acquisition for industrialization and farmer compensation and

Mamidi (2012) documents the role of small-town lawyers who act as middle-men

to aggregate land in India. While these papers study different aspects of land

market issues on industrialization, the current paper builds a structural model to

estimate the costs of land frictions on manufacturing in India.

1.3 Data and Descriptive Evidence

1.3.1 Data

The main data source for this paper is the Annual Survey of Industries (ASI)

manufacturing dataset. It has establishment level balance sheet data for manu-

facturers in India. It is a census of establishments with employment greater than

9Oldenburg (1990) suggest land consolidation as land reform for agriculturists.
10Special Economic Zone
11Also see the theoretical research on eminent domain and the negotiation and bargaining that

occurs under the threat of eminent domain Miceli and Segerson (2007).
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Table 1.1: Summary Statistics for Manufacturing Establishments

Variable Observations Mean Std. Dev.

Land Adds 21,882 0.44 6.54
Land Sales 6,517 0.19 1.17

Land 103,212 1.40 4.40
Buildings 101,869 2.61 14.22
Other Capital 103,937 12.99 98.55

Revenue 98,317 41.25 237.78
Labor 103,909 509.04 1104.14

Note: This tables presents summary statistics for the manu-
facturing establishment data available from ASI [1999-2015].
Values are in 2005 constant million U.S. Dollars.

100 and a 1/3 to 1/2 sample of establishments with employment greater than

10. I have an panel of 28,584 establishments between 1999 and 2015. The es-

tablishments are anonymized at state level. The data provides information on an

establishment’s age, whether it is publicly or privately held, whether it is in ur-

ban or rural setting, and other input and output data that is commonly available

in other manufacturing census datasets. However, unlike manufacturing datasets

from other countries, the unique aspect of this data is that the book value of

capital stock of an establishment is disaggregated into land, buildings, plants and

machinery, and other fixed assets separately. Thus, I have a measure of land for

each establishment separate from building. I also have opening and closing value

of land and all other capital stocks. Furthermore, the data provides actual addi-

tions and deductions in capital stocks reported separately from revaluations and

depreciation.12 To see why data on actual additions and deductions is crucial, see

Table 1.2 (also see Figure A.2 in Appendix A for an example ASI data-form for

land and other capital). Since addition is reported separately from revaluation, I

can observe if Firm A’s increasing land value is due to actual purchase of new land

rather than revaluation, which is the case for Firm B. The panel nature of the data

12I observe depreciation of land value in less then 1% of all land data.
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Table 1.2: Illustrative Example of Land Data

Opening Value Addition Revaluation Closing Value
Firm A 100 50 0 150
Firm B 100 0 50 150

allows this paper to construct land investment and divestment for establishments

over 17-year period.

The census dataset provides data on value of land, but not prices separate from

acreage. Although it would be ideal to have acreage data separate from value of

land, this data limitation does not hinder my ability to estimate the negotiation

and effort costs of land frictions. Even though I cannot estimate the effect of land

frictions on land prices, I can capture these effects in my estimation. See Section

4.3 for detailed discussion on this. Table 1.1 give summary statistics for key

data variables. On an average, land makes up about 8 % of total capital input

and land purchase value is 2.3 times higher than land sale value. Figure A.3

in Appendix provides the rate of establishment land investment and divestment

in a cross section over time. There is significant amount of land adjustment by

incumbent firms and establishments are three times more likely to adjust their

land upwards than downwards.

This paper supplements the census manufacturing data with data on land

fragmentation from the Agricultural Census of India (1995, 2000, 2005, and 2010)

and Census of India 2001 and 2011. The Agricultural Census provides state level

parcel size distribution for historically deemed “agricultural” land. This is an

ideal dataset to study land parcel fragmentation in India. Land use statistics

suggest that 8.7% of land is occupied in either urban, rural or industrial use, 54%

is historically classified as agricultural (including fallow land), and remaining 37%

of land is forests, un-culturable land and permanent pastures. No development

can occur in this 37% of land due to laws or physical barriers. Assuming that the

developed land of 8.7% is saturated, the only source of land for new and expanding

manufacturing establishments comes from land historically used for agriculture.
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Figure 1.1: Land Parcel Sample Maps across India and US
(a) India (b) U.S.

Sources: Esri, HERE, Garmin, Intermap, increment P Corp., GEBCO, USGS, FAO, NPS, NRCAN, GeoBase, IGN,
Kadaster NL, Ordnance Survey, Esri Japan, METI, Esri China (Hong Kong), (c) OpenStreetMap contributors, and the

GIS User Community

Note:

This figure presents sample land parcel maps across India and U.S. The area is roughly one square mile for each figure. The Indian figure is presents map
of village Mahul Mahul from Odisha state. The U.S. figure is from outside GM assembly plant of Janesville, Wisconsin.
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Thus, the agricultural census provides a good measure for fragmentation of land

that is available for new development.13 See Appendix B for further details on

Agricultural Census data.

1.3.2 Land Market Frictions and Firm Land Adjustment

This section presents evidence of land market frictions and their effects on land

investment behavior by firms. Figure 1.1 shows the extent of land fragmentation

from a sample village in India and compares it to a similar area in the U.S. As

can be seen from the figure, with roughly one square mile shown in each figure,

Indian land is sub-divided into many small parcels often not in regular shapes.

Fragmentation not only results in small land parcel size but also in many boundary

lines–resulting in land wastage, irregular shape of parcels, and lack of access. This

figure shows the extent of land fragmentation in India. In fact, land fragmentation

in India has gotten worse over time as Indian population has grown. Figure 1.2

shows the average land parcel size in India over time 1970-2010 where average

parcel size has dropped by half in the last 40 years.

The land market frictions have an effect on how firms adjust land and expand

their establishments. I call this the land bite strategy of firms. This is defined as

how often (frequency of bites) and how much land (size of bites) a firm invests for

total land expansion. Figure 1.3 presents the share of firms who purchase land,

but do not build on it after land expansion, indicating gradual process of land

aggregation. As can be seen from the figure, about 26% of firms who buy land

do not build on it for at least 3 years and 25% do not build on land for at least 5

years. Thus firms are aggregating land gradually bite by bite.

Additionally, firms aggregate land bite by bite before building on it–land bites to

meal.14 Figure 1.4 plots the cumulative density function of build events preceded

by land aggregation against the total number of land transactions needed before

13Another reason why this is a good measure for land fragmentation is that it does not include
parcels that were already aggregated for large scale manufacturing and would falsely show a
correlation in the data by sheer accounting.

14Large building events are considered that would require land. These building events make up
at least 20% of the mean total building value. The results are robust to different building
events cut-off points.
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Figure 1.2: Average Parcel Size over Time
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Note: This figure presents the average land parcel size in India over
time [1970-2010]. The data is from Agricultural Census of India.

Figure 1.3: Time to Build–Land Expansion Not Followed by Build Events
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Note: This figure presents share of firms not building after land expansion
on the vertical axis and the number of years firms are holding land for on
the horizontal axis [1999-2015]. The data is from ASI.

building.15 As can be seen from the figure, over 20% of building events require

land aggregation of 3 or more land bites which can take years to aggregate.

15Each of these bites may contain hundreds of actual transactions which are not observed.
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Figure 1.4: Land Bites to Meal
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Note: This figure presents the percent of building events (cumulative
density function) preceded by land aggregation over one land bite (or
transaction) or more. Building events considered are building events are
large building events requiring land. The data is from ASI [1999-2015].

1.3.3 Ownership and Regional Variation in Land Bite

Strategy

This section illustrates that the land bite strategy of firms varies across ownerships

and regions. Below I provide three sets of evidence. First, I show that private firms

compared with government-affiliated firms follow the small bite strategy of adding

land more frequently and in smaller bites. This is because government-affiliated

firms have access to different land aggregation technology either through the use

of eminent domain or easier re-zoning of land.16 Second I show that in regions

within India where land parcels are small (higher land fragmentation), firms follow

the small bite strategy. Third, I also provide evidence that small land parcels in a

region are also correlated with lower building additions and smaller firm size, as

measured by labor and revenue.

16Given that establishments are anonymized, I cannot determine whether a particular establish-
ment was setup on land aggregated using eminent domain.
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Figure 1.5: Land Bite Strategy across Ownership
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Note: This figure presents the land investment behavior (or land bite strat-
egy) of firms varied across ownership status and 2 digit industry codes [1999-
2015]. The horizontal axis is mean land addition value in 1000 USD 2005
constant prices. The horizontal axis is mean land addition instances. Estab-
lishments are either fully private owned or jointly owned by government and
private parties. The data is from ASI.

Ownership

This section illustrates that the land bite strategy of firms varies across ownerships.

I provide evidence that private firms compared with government-affiliated firms

follow the small bite strategy of adding land more frequently and in smaller bites.

Results from this section are consistent with the theory that private firms with

government in India for easier land aggregation process. Figure 1.5 plots the mean

firm land addition (mean bite size) against mean addition instances (frequency of

bites) for different industries across ownership status. As it can be seen from

the figure, private establishments across industries are more likely to add land

in smaller and frequent bites as opposed to government-affiliated establishments.

This is not due to industrial compositional differences across ownerships. For

instance, compare the land bite strategy across ownerships for basic metals and

vehicles industries. While government affiliations firms in the basic metals and

vehicles industry add less often and with a higher land value on average, private

firms in the basic metals and vehicles add land more often and with a much smaller
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mean land value. Figure A.4 in the Appendix presents the land adjustment density

of firms varied across ownership status.

Table 1.3: Land Bite Strategy across Ownership

Land Purchases
(1)

Purchase Probability (Logit)
(2)

Private
-480.69***
(172.24)

0.09***
(0.03)

N 19,964 142,543
R2 0.014 0.047

dy/dx
0.01***
(0.00)

Firm Controls Y Y
State Controls Y Y
Time Trend Y N
Cluster S.E. Y Y

Note: This tables presents results from equations 1. Specification 1 studies
correlation between firm land investment and firm ownership conditional on
positive land adjustment. Specification 2 studies correlation between positive
land adjustment and firm ownership. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.10.
dy/dx shows the marginal effect on positive land adjustment probability of
change in ownership status. Standard errors are clustered at firm ownership
level. Firm controls include labor, revenue, age, and dummy for industry at
2 digit level. State controls include number of active manufacturing firms in
a state, dummy for urban regions, and a dummy for state. They also include
share of workers, share literate population, share urban population and popu-
lation density at state level from Census 2001 and 2011. The manufacturing
establishment data (1999-2015) is from ASI. The land investment is in 2005
thousand USD constant value.

The empirical approach for examining the impact of ownership status on firm

land bite strategy is as follows.

Yijt = β0 + β11Privateijt + Γ1X1it + Γ2X2jt + η2t+ εijt (1.1)

Let Yijt be (i) land investment conditional on positive land adjustment or (ii)

dummy for positive land adjustment by firm i in state j at time t. Let 1Privateijt

be 1 if the firm is owned privately. Let X1it denote a vector of firm controls which
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includes labor, revenue, age, and 2-digit industry code dummy variable. Let X2it

denote a vector of location controls which includes number of active manufacturing

firms in a state, dummy for urban regions, a dummy for state, and share of workers,

share literate population, share urban population and population density at state

level. Standard errors are clustered at firm ownership level. η2 captures time

trend. Land investment is in 2005 thousand USD constant value. The results are

presented in Table 1.3. Specifications 1 and 2 are repeated cross-sections.

Specification 1 studies the correlation between land investment, conditional on

positive land adjustment, and ownership. Specifications 2 is a logit model be-

tween probability of making positive land adjustment and firm ownership. The

coefficient of interest is β1. If β1 < 0 in specifications 1, then private firms ad-

just land with smaller value than government-affiliated firms. As can be seen

from Table 1.3, private firms adjust land with lower $481,000 on average than

government-affiliated firms. To put this number into context, the mean land ad-

dition is $444,000 in value. If β1 > 0 in specification 2, then private firms adjust

land with higher probability than government-affiliated firms. As can be seen from

Table 1.3, in a given period, private firms adjust land with higher probability of

1% compared to government-affiliated firms. Thus, private firms follow the small

bite strategy by adding land more frequently but with smaller land bites.

Region

This section illustrates that the land bite strategy of firms varies across regions

(states) within India. It shows that in regions within India where land parcels are

small–higher land fragmentation, firms follow the small bite strategy. Table 1.4

ranks states by average land parcel size (acres) in state from lowest to highest. It

also shows the average firm land bite size and the percent of build events preceded

by 3 or more land bites across states. As can be seen from the table, in states with

smaller land parcels like Bihar and West Bengal, firms adjust land with smaller

bites and do so by aggregating over many land bites over time. In Bihar 57.4%

of build events require land aggregation over three or more bites. In states with

larger land parcels like Punjab and Rajasthan, firms adjust land with larger bites
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and do so aggregating over fewer land bites.17 Thus, in regions within India where

land parcels are small, firms follow the small bite strategy.

Table 1.4: Firm’s Land Bite Strategy across States

State
Mean Parcel Size

(acres)
Mean Bite Size

($1000)
Percent of Build

with 3 or more Bites

Bihar 0.43 256 57.4
West bengal 0.79 516 37.5
Uttar Pradesh 0.80 958 24.1
Tamil Nadu 0.83 757 30.8
Assam 1.11 140 66.6
Andhra Pradesh 1.20 660 27.1
Maharashtra 1.46 1722 17.1
Chhattisgarh 1.51 1538 24.7
Karnataka 1.63 1648 18.8
Madhya Pradesh 2.02 1057 23.5
Gujarat 2.20 1646 18.7
Haryana 2.24 1570 24.8
Rajasthan 3.39 1305 21.6
Punjab 3.95 1047 23.4

Note: This tables presents the average land parcel size across states along with average
land bite strategy of manufacturing firms across states. The average parcel size of a state is
from 2005 Agricultural Census of India and manufacturing establishment data (1999-2015) is
available from ASI. The land investment is in 2005 thousand USD constant value.

This is also true across industries and after controlling for various other factors.

The empirical approach for examining the impact of land fragmentation on firm

land bite strategy is as follows.

yijt = β0 + β1fjt + Γ1X1it + Γ2X2jt + η2t+ εijt (1.2)

Let yijt be land investment (including no land investment) by firm i in state j at

time t. fjt is either (i) average land parcel size, (ii) number fragmentation index or

(iii) area fragmentation index in state j at time t = 2000, 2005, 2010. The number

and area fragmentation indices measure the share of state’s land within a parcel

17Figure A.5 in the Appendix presents the land adjustment density of firms across states and
shows how they differ.
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size bin. Higher the number in the index, the lower the fragmentation in a location.

See Data Appendix B for details on the fragmentation index construction. Let

X1it denote a vector of firm controls which includes labor, capital, age, ownership

status and 2-digit industry code dummy variable. Let X2it denote a vector of

location controls which includes number of active manufacturing firms in a state,

dummy for urban regions, and share of workers, share literate population, share

urban population and population density at state level. η2 captures the time trend.

Standard errors are clustered at state level. Land investment is in 2005 thousand

USD constant value.

The results are presented in Table 1.5. This is a repeated cross-section model

over three time years. The coefficient of interest is β1. If β1 > 0, then firms aggre-

gate land in larger bites in states with lower land fragmentation. As can be seen

from Table 1.5, an increase in average parcel size of 1 acre, increases the value

of land adjustment by $15,130. The results are robust to different measures of

fragmentation. The number fragmentation index measure provides similar results

to the average land parcel size measure. Moving one point up in the area frag-

mentation index increases the value of land adjustment by $8,060. To put these

numbers in context, the mean land addition is $444,000 in value. Thus, in regions

within India where land parcels are small, firms follow the small bite strategy and

aggregate land in smaller bites.

1.3.4 Fragmentation and Firm Growth

Land fragmentation not only has an effect on how and when firms aggregate land

but also on firm size and whether firms expand their building infrastructure. The

empirical approach for examining the impact of land fragmentation on various

firm growth variables is as follows.

Yijt = β0 + β1avgjt + Γ1X1it + Γ2X2jt + η2t+ εijt (1.3)

Let Yijt be either (i) dummy for positive building adjustment by firm i in state j at
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Table 1.5: Firm’s Land Bite Strategy and Fragmentation

Land Purchases
(1)

Land Purchases
(2)

Land Purchases
(3)

Fragmentation
Measure

Average Parcel
Size (acres)

Number
Index

Area
Index

Fragmentation
15.31**
(7.19)

15.17*
(7.68)

8.06**
(3.68)

N 21,496 21,496 21,496
R2 0.036 0.036 0.036

Firm Controls Y Y Y
State Controls Y Y Y
Time Trend Y Y Y
Cluster S.E. State State State

Note: This tables presents results from equations 2 on the correlation between firm
land investment and regional land fragmentation. Specification 1 uses average land
parcel size as a measure of fragmentation, specifications 2 and 3 use number and
area fragmentation index, respectively. These are repeated cross-sections for years.
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.10. Standard errors are clustered at state level.
Firm controls include labor, revenue, age, ownership status, and dummy for industry
at 2 digit level. State controls include number of active manufacturing firms in a
state, dummy for urban regions, and share of workers, share literate population,
share urban population and population density at state level from Census 2001 and
2011. The fragmentation data is from years 2000, 2005, and 2010 Agricultural Census
of India and manufacturing establishment data (1999-2015) is from ASI. The land
investment is in 2005 thousand USD constant value.
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Table 1.6: Firm Growth and Fragmentation

Building Addition
(1)

Log Labor
(2)

Log Revenue
(3)

Average Parcel Size
0.19**
(0.08)

0.19***
(0.06)

0.33**
(0.12)

N 19,095 21,474 19,091
R2 0.062 0.344 0.287

dy/dx (at mean)
0.04***
(0.00)

Firm Controls Y Y Y
State Controls Y Y Y
Time Trend Y Y Y
Cluster S.E. State State State

Note: This tables presents results from equations 3 on the correlation between
regional land fragmentation and firm building expansion and size. Specification
1 is a logit model for the probability of building expansion that requires land.
Specifications 2 and 3 are linear regression models. These are repeated cross-sections
over years. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.10. Standard errors are clustered at
state level. dy/dx shows the marginal effect on building expansion probability
at mean average parcel size. Firm controls include labor, capital, revenue, age,
ownership status, and dummy for industry at 2 digit level. State controls include
number of active manufacturing firms in a state, dummy for urban regions, and share
of workers, share literate population, share urban population and population density
at state level from Census 2001 and 2011. The fragmentation data is from years
2000, 2005, and 2010 Agricultural Census of India and manufacturing establishment
data (1999-2015) is from ASI.

time t, (ii) firm size as measured by log labor, and (iii) firm size as measured by log

revenue. Building events considered are large building events that would require

land.18 avgjt is average land parcel size in a state at time t = 2000, 2005, 2010.

Let X1it denote a vector of firm controls which includes capital, age, ownership

status and 2-digit industry code dummy variable. Let X2it denote a vector of

location controls which includes number of active manufacturing firms in a state,

dummy for urban regions, and share of workers, share literate population, share

urban population and population density at state level. η2 captures the time trend.

Standard errors are clustered at state level. This is a repeated cross-section model

over three years. The results are presented in Table 1.6. Specification 1 is a logit

18The results are robust to different building events cut-off points.
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model for the probability of building expansion.

The coefficient of interest is β1. If β1 > 0, then lower land fragmentation is

positively correlated with various measures of firm growth. As can be seen from

Table 1.6, an increase in average parcel size of 1 acre increases the probability of

building expansion by 4%. An increase in average parcel size of 1 acre increases

the firm size (labor) by 22% and firm size (revenue) by 39%. These results are

robust to different measures of fragmentation. Thus, land fragmentation is not

only correlated with firm’s land bite strategies but also with firm size and firm

building expansion probability.

1.3.5 Taking Stock

In the previous section, I provided descriptive evidence of land frictions and how

it affects firm land expansion and growth. Land frictions are correlated with firm

land bite strategy, probability of building expansion, and firm size. In particular,

higher land fragmentation in a region is correlated with small land bite strategy of

firm land expansion. Additionally, I provide evidence that government-affiliated

firms escape some of theses frictions and adjust their land with large and less

frequent bites. Moving forward, I use a dynamic firm land acquisition model to

quantify costs of land market frictions on manufacturing firms in India. In partic-

ular, I estimate negotiation and effort costs of land aggregation across ownerships

and states. Using my estimated results, I do policy experiments.

1.4 Model

The dynamic discrete choice model uses panel data to recover land adjustment

costs from establishment’s dynamic land purchase decisions. Incumbent establish-

ments make land investment and disinvestment decisions every period to adjust

their land input. Establishments make land adjustment decisions both on inten-

sive and extensive margin i.e. they decide whether to buy land and if so, by how

much. Establishment decisions depend on firm productivity, industry, ownership,

and regional land market friction environment they are facing. Thus, firms take
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their land market environment as given. The model estimates parameters associ-

ated with fixed and convex costs of land purchase decisions across locations and

ownership status.

1.4.1 State Variables and Timing

Time is discrete and each decision period is one year. The state variables are land

` and establishment productivity z. The timing of the model is given as:

1. State variable land is carried over from last period and productivity is real-

ized

2. Land purchase or sale decision shocks are realized.

3. Incumbents make land adjustment decisions.

4. State vector of land adjusts deterministically if land purchase or sale was

made.

5. Per period profits are realized.

1.4.2 Payoff Function

The production function for an establishment i in industry s is given by the

following Cobb-Douglas function:

fis(`, k, n, e) = zips`
α1s
i nα2s

i kα3s
i eα4s

1i e
α5s
2i e

α6s
3i (1.4)

where z is productivity, ` is land, n is labor, k is capital, and e1 is materials, e2 is

energy and e3 is fuel. In a time period, the firm pays for labor wages w, capital

r, materials pe1, energy pe2, and fuel pe3. Payment for land input is done if and

when land is acquired. The per period profit function of an establishment π̄is is

given by:
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π̄is(`, z;α) = zips`
α1s
i nα2s

i kα3s
i eα4s

1i e
α5s
2i e

α6s
2i − wini − rki − pe1e1i − pe2e2i − pe3e3i

(1.5)

1.4.3 Land Adjustment Cost Function

The land adjustment cost function captures the effects of key land market frictions

faced by manufacturing establishments depending on their location and ownership.

These are costs associated with holdout, negotiation, re-zoning delays, undefined

property rights, fuzzy land records, and time costs from slow moving courts that

are not observed in the data. To capture the observed data feature that establish-

ments do not adjust land every period, the model builds in sunk costs in the land

adjustment process that discourage establishments from adjusting land in small

bites incrementally every period. To capture the effect of land fragmentation and

the consequent increase in bargaining and holdout issues, the paper adds a cur-

vature (convex) parameter to the cost function. In addition, the costs from land

friction wedges are part of the land adjustment cost function.

Let mit be the land adjustment in period t by firm i. If mit > 0, establishments

invest in land. If mit < 0, establishments divest their land input. The land

adjustment cost function for plant i is given by C(mit; γj) where j represents

either different states across India or different ownership status.

C
(
mit; γj

)
= 1mit>0

(
γ0j + (1 + γ1j)m

1+γ2j
it

)
+ 1mit<0

(
γ3j + (1 + γ4j)m

1+γ5j
it

)
+ εimt

(1.6)

The fixed cost parameters are γ0j and γ3j. The land friction wedge parameters

are γ1j and γ4j with the restriction that γ1j, γ4j ≥ 0. The curvature (convex)

parameters are given by γ2j and γ5j. There are no restrictions on the curvature

parameters. γ2sj ≥ 0 is evidence of convex land aggregation costs.

Let ~γj denote the vector of land cost parameters for brevity. Given that firms
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are three times more likely to buy land than to sell it (see Figure A.3), the

land adjustment cost function also captures the feature that costs associated with

investment are different from costs associated with disinvestment. The paper does

not have a prior on the sign of γ5sj, the parameter associated with the curvature

costs from land disinvestment. It’s possible that the sale gains from selling larger

amounts of land is positive, where firms are reaping benefit of selling already

aggregated land.

Every period, the establishment also draws an extreme value i.i.d logit draw

εimt associated with both the intensive (how much land to buy) and extensive

margin of land adjustment. Shock εi0 is associated with no land investment mit =

0. The logit structural error term is meant to capture scenarios such as a parcel

of land is available for sale right next to a firm but this is not observed by the

econometrician.

Note that mit is value of land, price times acreage. As such, if there are

any effects of land frictions on land prices, they are already are captured in the

observed mit from the data. Parameters ~γj estimate non-price time and effort

costs of land frictions. If there were no non-price costs from land market, then

then the land cost function would be C(mist) = mist i.e. the dollar value of land

purchase observed in the data is the true cost of land aggregation. This would

equivalent to setting ~γj to 0.

1.4.4 Value Function

The incumbents are deciding between no land adjustment, land purchase or land

sale. The value function for the incumbent firm is given by:
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Vi(z, `) = max

{[
ε(mi=0) + π̄ij(`, z;α) + βEε,zVi(z

′, `)︸ ︷︷ ︸
no land adjustment

]
,

max
mi>0

[(
− γ0sj − (1 + γ1sj)m

1+γ2sj
ist + ε(mi>0)

)
+π̄ij(`+mi, z;α) + βEε,zVi(z

′, `+mi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
positive land adjustment

]
,

max
mi<0

[(
− γ3sj − (1 + γ4sj)m

1+γ5sj
ist + ε(mi<0)

)
+π̄ij(`−mi, z;α) + βEε,zVi(z

′, `−mi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
negative land adjustment

]}
(1.7)

1.4.5 Land Adjustment at Extensive and Intensive

Margin

In the model, establishments make land adjustment decisions on the intensive and

extensive margins i.e. they choose whether to buy land and by how much. These

decisions are induced by the firm’s productivity z, which follows a Markov process,

and the i.i.d logit structural error ε. The curvature (convex) cost parameter affects

the intensive margin of land investment. Presence of convexity (γ2j > 0) reduces

the optimal amount of land investment. Thus in regions or ownerships where

convex costs are high, establishments will adjust less in each period–smaller bites.

While productivity and curvature convex costs determine the level of land

adjustment, whether an establishment chooses to adjust depends on the fixed

costs. A firm will adjust land upwards if the benefit of doing so outweighs the

costs:

max
mi>0

[(
− γ0j − (1 + γ1j)m

1+γ2j
it + ε(mi>0)

)
+ π̄ij(`+mi, z;α) + βEε,zVi(z

′, `+mi)

]
≥[

ε(mi=0) + π̄ij(`, z;α) + βEε,zVi(z
′, `)

]
(1.8)
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Lets substitute the optimal land function for next period’s land, `∗(`), to get rid

of the maximum in equation 1.8. Note that `∗(`) = ` + m. The optimal land

function for next period `∗(.) depends on current land level `. This is an outcome

of the curvature costs in the land adjustment cost function. Rearranging terms in

1.8, we get:

β
(
EV (z′, `∗(`))−EV (z′, `)

)
+
(
π̄ij(`

∗(`))− π̄ij(`)
)
≥

γ0j + (1 + γ1j)
(
`∗(`)− `

)1+γ2j
+ (ε(mi=0) − ε(mi>0))

(1.9)

If optimal adjustment needed is small, such that `∗(`) ≈ `, then L.H.S in equation

1.9 is close to 0 and is less than R.H.S. Presence of fixed costs (γ0sj) result in

inaction in certain ranges of optimal land input which is too close to current land

input. This generates lumpiness and establishments do not adjust land every

period (see Caballero, 1999). Note that increase in fixed costs γ0 will increase

the RHS value, thus increasing the band of inactivity resulting in lesser land

expansion on the extensive margin. Increase in the logit shock associated with

extensive margin of land adjustment (ε(mi=0)) results in fewer land expansions

while increase in the intensive margin of land adjustment logit error (ε(mi>0))

results in more land expansion.

1.5 Empirical Strategy

The paper estimates the key land aggregation cost parameters in two distinct steps.

First, I estimate the production function using Levinsohn and Petrin (2003) to get

consistent production function estimates, including an estimate for land elasticity

and an estimate of firm-specific residual productivity over time. Second, I estimate

the land cost function parameters using the nested-fixed point algorithm following

Rust (1987). This section lays out the identification for the model as well as the

empirical strategies for these two steps.
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Figure 1.6: Identification of Land Aggregation Cost Parameters
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Note: This figure plots the difference in land input growth across three
firms that adjust land in presence of land aggregation fixed and convex
costs. All three firms are privately owned, in the basic metals industry,
and are located in three different states.

1.5.1 Identification of Land Cost Parameters

The identification of the land cost parameters comes from regional and ownership

variation in firm land bite strategies, as seen in Section 3. To see how the fixed

and convex costs are identified, refer to Figure 1.6. This figure lays out the

growth of land input for three firms with same initial land input and same initial

productivity. However, each of these firms face different land aggregation costs.

Firm A faces lower convex costs (γ2), and hence, adjusts it’s land input with big

bites. This can be seen in the height of the steps for Firm A in the figure. Firm

B faces higher convex costs (γ2) but lower fixed costs (γ0), and hence, adjusts it’s

land input with small but frequent bites. This can be seen in the many small steps

taken by Firm B in the figure. Firm C faces higher convex costs (γ2) and higher

fixed costs (γ0), and hence, adjusts it’s land input with small and infrequent bites.

Differences in land bite strategies across regions and ownerships helps identify

both sunk and convex costs of land aggregation.
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1.5.2 Production Function Estimation

I estimate the production function parameters and productivity ẑt using the con-

trol function approach as laid out by Levinsohn and Petrin (2003). This method

has multiple facets that allow me to consistently estimate parameters, including

the land input elasticity. First, following Olley and Pakes (1996), this paper uses

the control function approach to account for endogeneity issues arising from unob-

served firm productivity. Secondly, the Levinsohn and Petrin (2003) approach uses

input materials (materials, fuel, or energy) instead of investment in land and/or

capital, for which I observe mostly non-zero values in the data. In the production

function estimation, I use three state variables: land `, productivity z, and capital

k. 19 This also allows me to account for endogeneity issues with both land and

capital which are both not freely adjustable variables.20 This paper uses materials,

fuel, and energy as proxy variables for both land and capital.

For production function estimation, I first take the log of the production func-

tion in equation (4).

log yit = α0s + α1s log `it + α2s log nit + α3s log kit

+ α4s log e1it + α5s log e2it + α6s log e3it + ωit + εit (1.10)

where ωit = log zi. e1i materials and e2i energy are assumed to be variables and

non-dynamic inputs like labor. Assume that the establishment does not observe

ωit when the materials, fuel, and energy decisions are made. Then firm’s optimal

choice of materials e1i is log e1i = gt(log `it, log bit, ωit). Assuming strict monotonic-

ity, this equation can be inverted and substituted into the production function:

19The model does not have capital as a state variable. To be consistent with that, I have also
estimated residual productivity and production function elasticities with land and productivity
as the only state variables. Results from this alternative specification do not change the land
aggregation cost parameters as long as land elasticity is estimated consistently.

20Decisions to adjust land and capital in this period, which determines the inputs of next period,
is based this period’s productivity.
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log yit = α2s log nit + gt(log `it, log bit, ωit) + α5s log e2it + α6s log e3it + εit (1.11)

where

gt(log `it, log bit, ωit) = α0s + α1s log `it + α3s log bit + α4s log e1it + ωit(log `it, log bit, e1it) + εit

(1.12)

I estimate consistent estimates of α2s, α5s and α6s in the first stage. I estimate

α1s, α3s and α4s in second stage using GMM. The standard errors are estimated

using the bootstrap method. Once, the production function elasticity estimates

are calculated, I also estimate the firm-specific productivity as a residual from

the production function. This provides an estimate of firm productivity for each

establishment over time. This paper uses the estimated productivity residuals to

estimate a data-driven Markov transition probability matrix for the region and

ownership specific productivity processes.

Separately identifying the input elasticities of land and capital allows for a

well defined elasticity of substitution between land and capital. It is also crucial

to estimate in a study of firm land adjustment costs.

Additionally, as mentioned above, the production function elasticities are mea-

sured separately for each industry s. This accounts for the fact that a car plant

might have a higher land input elasticity than a textile plant. In this paper, I

estimate the production function separately for the 10 largest industries where

industries are defined at the 2-digit codes level (see Table A.2 for the list of

industries studied).

1.5.3 Estimation of Land Cost Parameters

The empirical specification of the model is described in this section. Firms discount

the future at rate β = 0.95 and each decision period is one year. The continuous
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decision of how much land to buy is discretized. Each establishment draws an

extreme value logit i.i.d land adjustment draw εib. Index b (b = 0, ...B) corresponds

to discrete adjustment levels of land where b > 0 if firm buys land. εi0 is the

shock associated with no land investment mib = 0. Thus, the logit error term is

associated with both the intensive and extensive margin of land adjustment. The

empirical specification is given by:

V (z, `) = max
b
{u(z, `, b) + βEεb,zVi(z

′, `′, ε′)} (1.13)

where u(z, `, b) is given below and D is non-land inputs into production function.

u(z, `, b) =

 ẑD(`+mb)
α̂1 − γ0sj −m

1+γ2sj
b + ε(mib>0) if b > 0

ẑD(`)α̂1 + ε(mib=0) if b = 0

 (1.14)

I estimate the land cost parameters using the nested fixed point approach and

maximum likelihood estimation. I discretize the state space of state variables `, z

for this process.

Baseline Specification:

In the baseline estimation, I assume that sales are a random shock to land input

and do not estimate the land adjustment cost parameters associated with land sale.

I also set the land friction wedge parameter γ1j = 0. The land cost parameters I

estimate in the baseline specification are γ0sj and γ2sj for j different states and 2

different ownerships.21 In an alternative specification, I set γ2j = 0.01, 0.02, 0.03

instead and estimate γ0sj and γ1sj. This alternative specification gives similar

results in fitted dollar values (see Appendix).

In the baseline specification, adjustment levels are discretized to 5 levels for in-

vestment, giving firms 6 total choices. In the alternative specifications, adjustment

21Both γ1j and γ2j cannot be identified simultaneously.
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levels are discretized to 7 and 9 levels for investment. The results presented be-

low are robust to different levels for investment. I estimate the land aggregation

parameters for 10 largest manufacturing industries in 10 largest manufacturing

states and across 2 ownership codes.

1.6 Results

Results from production function estimation and firm dynamic model estimation

are presented in this section.

1.6.1 Production Function Results

The results from the first-stage estimation of production function using Levinsohn

and Petrin (2003) are given in Table 1.7. As can be seen from the table, the land

input coefficient ranges from 0.056 for textiles to 0.082 for vehicles, indicating that

land is significant input into a manufacturing firm’s production. To the best of my

knowledge, these are first land elasticity estimates for manufacturing production

for any country. Land elasticity coefficient has not been measured separately

from non-land capital elasticity coefficient before due to data constraints. In the

literature, land elasticity is estimated at sectoral level. The estimates from this

paper are consistent with such estimates on the U.S. economy (see Nordhaus et al.,

1992; Valentinyi and Herrendorf, 2008).22

The OLS land elasticty estimate is about 0.04, similar to the OLS estimate

of Duranton et al. (2015). The capital coefficient estimate, including the land

input, is similar to the 0.23 elasticity estimate by Collard-Wexler and De Loecker

(2016) who use Indian manufacturing establishment data, albeit for a different

time period.23

I also use this methodology to estimate the residual firm specific productivity

22Using aggregated sectoral data, (Valentinyi and Herrendorf, 2008) find that the manufacturing
sectoral level of land share is 0.04 in the U.S. economy. (Nordhaus et al., 1992) estimated the
land input share to be about 0.1 of GDP.

23This estimate is Collard-Wexler and De Loecker (2016) estimate using the Levinsohn and
Petrin (2003) methodology.
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Table 1.7: Production Function Estimates

Industry
(NIC Codes)

Labor Land Capital Materials Energy Fuels
No. of
Plants

Obs.

Chemical
Products (20)

0.312
(0.017)

0.065
(0.008)

0.169
(0.051)

0.552
(0.017)

0.138
(0.052)

0.045
(0.021)

1825 7346

Textiles (13)
0.272

(0.011)
0.056

(0.012)
0.179

(0.032)
0.410

(0.181)
0.025

(0.007)
0.035

(0.012)
2738 12540

Non-Metallic
Mineral (23)

0.374
(0.014)

0.071
(0.025)

0.159
(0.012)

0.534
(0.009)

0.085
(0.047)

0.028
(0.012)

2943 7270

Vehicles (29)
0.193

(0.025)
0.082

(0.019)
0.236

(0.047)
0.515

(0.079)
0.101

(0.009)
0.020

(0.005)
1140 5892

Note: This tables presents the production function estimates from Levinsohn and Petrin (2003)
estimation on Indian manufacturing establishment data (1999-2015) using both land and capital as
state variables. Standard errors are in parenthesis.

over time. Productivity estimates are displayed in Table A.2. These results are

for the 10 largest manufacturing industries in India. The residual productivity

estimates are used to estimate the productivity Markov transition matrix in the

second stage estimation. The production function coefficient estimates are also

used in the second stage dynamic parameter estimation.

1.6.2 Land Aggregation Cost Parameter Results

This section presents results on land aggregation cost parameters. Since there

is enough data to estimate dynamic parameters across regions and ownerships, I

estimate parameters for ten largest manufacturing states and across two ownership

codes (private and government-affiliated). Table 1.8 presents the land aggregation

cost parameter estimates across different states (Panel A) and ownership codes

(Panel B). The land aggregation cost parameters are estimated for pooled 10

largest manufacturing industries in India.24

24Industries are: Food Products, Textiles, Non-Metallic Minerals, Chemical Products, Basic
Metals, Machinery and Equipment, Wearing Apparel, Fabricated Metals, Vehicles, and Elec-
trical Equipment. Industry codes are listed in Table A.2.
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Table 1.8: Dynamic Parameter Estimates Across States and Ownership Codes

Panel A–States Fixed Costs (γ0) Curvature Costs (γ2) Llk # Obs.

Gujarat (GJ)
21.934
(1.964)

0.0403
(0.0007)

-12812 6274

Maharashtra (MH)
43.602
(0.935)

0.0578
(0.0008)

-13899 9625

Karnataka (KA)
66.408
(1.497)

0.0115
(0.0044)

-3523 2879

Tamil Nadu (TN)
61.453
(0.756)

0.0288
(0.0007)

-11034 8566

Punjab (PN)
31.781
(1.692)

0.0313
(0.0019)

-4418 2768

Uttar Pradesh (UP)
96.652
(1.212)

0.0208
(0.0010)

-5751 4069

Assam (AS)
42.663
(2.026)

0.0508
(0.0017)

-1282 2437

Rajasthan (RJ)
167.942
(0.002)

-0.0106
(0.1257)

-5843 2143

Panel B–Ownership Fixed Costs (γ0) Curvature (γ2) Llk # Obs.

Public-Private
30.655
(1.121)

0.0103
(0.0017)

-8166 5986

Private
66.660
(0.343)

0.0355
(0.0008)

-23205 56092

Note: This tables presents estimates of the dynamic parameters across states and own-
ership codes pooled over 10 industry codes. Standard errors are in parenthesis. Results
evaluated at 1,000 US Dollars in 2005 constant prices.
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Figure 1.7: Estimated Land Aggregation Costs across State
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Note: This figure plots the fitted values of total land aggregation
costs against the dollar value paid for a land transaction across dif-
ferent states. The 45◦ is the case of no land frictions. The data is
from ASI [1999-2015].

Results across States

As can be seen from Panel A in Table 1.8, the fixed costs of land addition by

manufacturing firms vary significantly across states. Estimating the land aggrega-

tion costs parameters separately across states is necessary given the heterogeneity

in land markets in land laws and fragmentation rates across states. It also high-

lights the different land friction environments new manufacturing firms may face

in different locations. The fixed costs (γ0) are estimated to be as low as $21,934

in the state of Gujarat and as high as $167,942 in the state of Rajasthan (dollar

values are in 2005 constant prices). In Gujarat, estimated fixed costs are 3.5% of

the mean land addition in the state (66.7% of median land addition). In states

with higher estimated fixed costs like Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan, fixed costs are

25% and 32%, respectively of the mean land addition in the state. It is expected

that Gujarat would have the lowest estimated fixed costs as it is considered the

gold standard of land markets in India. See next subsection to see how estimated

land aggregation costs parameters correlate with various other measures of land

frictions in India.
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Across states, the curvature parameter (γ2) of land addition also varies sig-

nificantly. It ranges from 0.012 in the state of Karnataka to 0.058 in the state

of Maharashtra. Even for the state of Karnataka, with relatively low estimated

curvature parameter, convex curvature costs add significantly to the cost of large

land additions. For instance, curvature costs add 17% extra costs over and above

the dollar value paid for the 90th percentile land addition in Karnataka. In Assam,

with large estimated curvature parameter 0.0508, curvature costs add 80% extra

costs over and above the dollar value for the 90th percentile land addition. In Ma-

harashtra, with largest estimated curvature parameter, curvature costs add 119%

extra costs over and above the dollar value for the 90th percentile land addition.

Figure 1.7 plots the fitted values of total land aggregation costs against the

dollar value paid for a land transaction across different states. The black line is

the 45◦ line, the case of no land frictions. As can be seen from the figure, for all

states, the land aggregation costs are convex and above the 45◦ line.The total land

aggregation costs are highest for firms in Maharashtra, Gujarat, and Tamil Nadu.

This comes from the fact that the estimated convexity parameter is high in these

states.

Results across Ownership

Across ownership codes, the estimated costs of land addition also vary significantly.

The results in Panel B of Table 1.8 are presented are for privately held firms

and firms that are jointly held by the government and the private sector (public-

private). The results are not estimated for firms solely held by government due

to small sample in that case. Estimating the land aggregation costs parameters

separately across ownerships is necessary for two reasons. One, it highlights the

discrepancy in land market frictions faced by private and government-affiliated

firms. Second, we can consider the government-affiliated firms as a benchmark

case as a comparison for a world with lower land frictions. The fixed costs are

estimated to be $30,665 for public-private firms. The fixed costs are estimated

to be $66,660 for private firms, twice as high as public-private firms. For public-

private firms, estimated fixed costs are 2.5% of the mean land addition. For private
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Figure 1.8: Estimated Land Aggregation Costs across Ownerships
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Note: This figure plots the fitted values of total land aggregation
costs against the dollar value paid for a land transaction across own-
erships. The 45◦ is the case of no land frictions. The data is from
ASI [1999-2015].

firms, estimated fixed costs are 19% of the mean land addition.

The curvature parameter is estimated to be 0.01 for public-private firms. The

curvature parameter is estimated to be 0.036 for private firms, three times as

high as public-private firms. Curvature costs add 16% extra costs for the 90th

percentile land addition for public-private firms. Meanwhile, curvature costs add

60% extra costs for the 90th percentile land addition for private firms. Figure

1.8 plots the fitted values of total land aggregation costs against the dollar value

paid for a land transaction across ownerships. The black line is the 45◦ line, the

case of no land frictions. As can be seen from the figure, for both ownerships, the

land aggregation costs are convex and above the 45◦ line. However, the total land

aggregation costs faced by private firms are much higher and discrepancy between

the costs increase as the dollar value of land input increases.

1.6.3 Estimated Parameters and Corroborating Evidence

This section provides corroborating evidence that estimated land aggregation costs

from the model are correlated with some observed land market friction indicators.

First, this paper corroborates the estimated fixed costs across states against the

average land parcel size in a state as a measure for fragmentation. The possible
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Figure 1.9: Estimated Land Cost Parameters and Observed Land Market Frictions
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Note: This figure presents plots the estimated land aggregation

cost parameters and observed land market frictions across states.

The top panel plots the average land parcel size against the esti-

mated fixed costs in $1,000 constant prices . The bottom panel

plots the percent of land related civil court cases in 2015 against

the estimated curvature costs. State of Rajasthan is not presented

in these figures because its convex parameter is not precisely esti-

mated. Correlation results do not change when Rajasthan is in-

cluded in the figures. The data on manufacturing establishments is

from ASI. The data on average land parcel size is from Agricultural

Census 2005. The data on land court cases is self-collected from

National Judicial Data Grid.
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role of land fragmentation in increasing the costs of land aggregation has been

highlighted in this paper above. As can be seen from the top panel in Figure

1.9, the higher the average land parcel size , the lower the estimated fixed costs

in the state. The correlation is -0.61.25 Second, this paper corroborates the

estimated curvature parameter from the model against the observed land market

frictions of land fragmentation and percent of land related civil court cases. As

mentioned in the paper above, another measure that captures the increased costs

from negotiations with large number of land holders and can proxy as for the effect

of small average parcel size is the percent of land related court cases out of all civil

cases. Using the data from 2015 across states, this paper finds that the increases

in the percent of land related court cases in a state, increases the estimated land

curvature costs (see bottom panel of Figure 1.9). The correlation is estimated to

be 0.34.26

1.7 Policy Experiments

In this section, the paper uses the estimated parameters of the land aggregation

cost structure to simulate counterfactual policy experiments. This is one of the

benefits of estimating a structural model since it provides underlying primitives

and allows for different policy experiments. Using the estimated parameters, I

conduct policy experiments to study the impact of government policies that reduce

land market frictions and the effect of the new eminent domain law amendment

on manufacturing in India. In particular, the paper studies the impact of these

policies on lifetime producer profits as measured by net present value of producer

profits. The policy evaluation I consider are:

1. Proposed government policy of land-pooling

25State of Rajasthan is not presented in these figures because its convex parameter is not precisely
estimated. Correlation results do not change when Rajasthan is included in the figures.

26In addition, the late repeal of the land ceiling law (Urban Land Ceiling and Regulation Act
(ULCRA)) is also an indicator of lower availability of larger land lots. In fact, this paper finds
that the mean estimated curvature parameter is 0.054 for the states that repealed ULCRA
later (post 2008) while the mean estimated curvature parameter is 0.027 for the states that
repealed ULCRA before 2003.
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2. Effect of the new eminent domain restrictions (2015)

To run each of these experiments, I simulate firms’ land adjustment choices along

9000 paths each of length 25, thus simulating 25 years ahead. One caveat to note:

policy evaluation calculations do not account for benefits of land frictions and

consumer welfare.

1.7.1 Effect of Eminent Domain Law Amendment

The recent eminent domain amendment makes land aggregation difficult for the

government and also reduces their scope of eminent domain use. To study the

effect of the new eminent domain restrictions on firms that are affiliated with the

government, I proceed by simulating firm paths for government-affiliated firms

under land aggregation parameters of private firms. I compare firms with same

initial productivity level across these two sets of land parameters (government-

affiliated and private) at different productivity levels.

Table 1.9 provides results presents estimates of the total producer profits for

government-affiliated firms under two sets of parameters in net present value terms

across different productivity levels. Producer profits are means over different land

input values. Column 1 gives the total producer profits for government-affiliated

firms for 10 industries under the estimated land cost structure of government

affiliated firms. The producer lifetime profits are evaluated for firms starting with

productivity at 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, 95th and 99th percentile. Column 2 gives

gives the total producer profits for government affiliated firms for 10 industries

under the estimated land cost structure of private firms. Column 3 provides the

loss in total lifetime producer profit of new the eminent domain restrictions where

the government-affiliated firms face the same land aggregation costs as private

firms. We see the loss in total lifetime producer profit is between $1.0M for the

low productivity firms up to $6.8M for the firms with starting productivity of 99th

percentile. I terms of percentage change in loss in total lifetime producer profit,

lowest productivity firms lose 1.1% in lifetime profits while highest productivity

firms lose 4.8% in lifetime profits.
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Table 1.9: Effect of Eminent Domain Law Restrictions

Start Prod.
Percentile

Govt. Aff.
Profit

Private
Profit

∆ ∆%

10th 94,566 93,554 -1012 -1.07%

25th 102,131 100,398 -1733 -1.70%

50th 120,514 117,923 -2591 -2.15%

75th 130,796 127,641 -3155 -2.41%

95th 137,020 131,936 -5083 -3.71%

99th 141,950 135,136 -6814 -4.80%

Note: This tables presents estimates of the total producer prof-
its for government-affiliated firms under two sets of parameters
in net present value terms across different productivity levels.
Producer profits are means over different land input values.
Results evaluated at 1,000 US Dollars in 2005 constant prices.
NPV: net present value.

From the estimated parameters, it can been seen that government-affiliated

first have been subject to smaller land frictions than private ones. Removing the

eminent domain channels brings everyone brings everyone to the same playing

level field of high land aggregation frictions, reducing lifetime producer profits by

up to 4.8% for the most productive firms.

1.7.2 Effect of Government Land-Pooling Policies

To study the effect of polices that encourage land aggregation and proposed gov-

ernment policy of land-pooling where government acts as in intermediary to ag-

gregate land, I proceed by simulating firm paths under three sets of curvature

parameters. First, I set the cost of land aggregation costs structure to that of

Gujarat, state with lowest estimated sunk costs. Second, I set the cost of land

aggregation costs structure to that of Karnataka, state with lowest estimated con-
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Figure 1.10: Effect of Land-Pooling Policy for Firms in Maharashtra
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Note: This figure plots the difference in mean total producer profits for Maha-
rashtra firms against the land friction environment of Gujarat and Karnataka in
net present value terms across different productivity levels.The data on manufac-
turing establishments is from ASI. Results evaluated at 1,000 US Dollars in 2005
constant prices.

vex costs. Third, I set the cost of land aggregation costs structure to the case

on zero land aggregation costs which would happen in the case of government

land-pooling policy. I compare firms with same initial productivity level across

these three sets of land parameters and compare benefits against firms located in

Maharashtra that have Maharashtra’s land aggregation cost structure. I compare

across different starting productivity levels of firms.

Figure 1.10 provides results presents estimates of the total producer profits for

Maharashtra firms under three sets of parameters in net present value terms across

different productivity levels. Producer profits are means over different land input

values. The panel on the left provides the gain in total lifetime producer profit

of Maharashtra firms under the land aggregation costs of Gujarat, Karnataka,

and land-pooling (no aggregation costs). The panel on the right provides the

gain in total lifetime producer profit in percentage terms. As can be seen from

the figure, the gain in total lifetime producer profit is between $3.2M (3.9%) for

the low productivity firms (5th percentile) up to $5.8M (5.6%) for the firms with

starting productivity of 95th percentile from land-pooling policies. Lower convex
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costs from the cost parameters of Karnataka, increase total lifetime producer profit

by $3.5M (3.5%) or the firms with starting productivity of 95th percentile from

land-pooling policies. Lower sunk costs from the cost parameters of Gujarat,

increase total lifetime producer profit by $1.9M (1.9%) or the firms with starting

productivity of 95th percentile from land pooling-policies.

1.8 Conclusion

Manufacturing firms in developing countries are small. This paper argues that

land market frictions contribute to this. This paper estimates the land aggregation

cost structure for manufacturing incumbents in India. Exploiting the regional and

ownership variation in land market frictions and firm land adjustment behavior,

this paper quantifies the effects of land market frictions on the Indian manufac-

turing sector. I find that firm land adjustment strategies differ significantly across

states and ownerships. I also find that land aggregation frictions vary signifi-

cantly across different regions in the country, adding significant fixed and convex

costs to land expansion over and above the dollar value paid. In addition, land

costs are three times higher for private establishments. The paper also shows that

land is a significant input into the production of manufacturing establishments

and estimates land elasticity while accounting for endogeneity concerns. Using

the estimated parameters, I calculate that land-pooling policies increase lifetime

producer profits by up to 5.5%. I also estimate that the recent amendment re-

stricting government’s eminent domain powers lower lifetime producer profits by

up to 4.8%. Land market frictions and their effect on manufacturing in India have

long been discussed by the Indian government, consulting firms, and manufactur-

ers. This paper quantifies the significant effects of land frictions on manufacturing

in India.
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Chapter 2

Long Shadow of Racial

Discrimination: Evidence from

Housing Covenants of

Minneapolis1

2.1 Introduction

Does historical housing discrimination have a persistent effect on cities today?

Given the key role agglomeration forces play in city structures, initial neighbor-

hood characteristics set by nature, historic accident, or other factors matter consid-

erably for present-day outcomes. What if racially discriminatory housing policies

set these initial conditions when cities are first developing? What are the long-

term effects of historic racial discriminatory policies on socioeconomic outcomes

within cities today? This paper studies these questions by focusing on racially-

restrictive covenants that were prevalent during the early-to-mid 20th century.

Racially-restrictive covenants were clauses within property deeds that prohibited

the sale, resale, or rental of a property to a range of non-white people but primar-

1This chapter is co-authored with William Speagle and Kevin Ehrman-Solberg.
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ily targeting African-Americans. Covenants prevented people of color from living

in particular areas within a city. We argue that by shaping the early socioeco-

nomic characteristics of a city, racially-restrictive covenants have had a persistent

effect on present-day house prices and the racial distribution in Minneapolis, Min-

nesota. We use a unique and newly constructed data set of all historic property

deeds from 1910-1955 with information on racially-restrictive covenants for all lots

in Hennepin County, Minnesota. We match this data with census and present-day

tax assessor data to assess the long-term impact of these covenants. Using a re-

gression discontinuity (RD) design around the unanticipated 1948 U.S. Supreme

Court ruling that made racially-restrictive covenants unenforceable, we study the

effects of covenants on present-day socioeconomic outcomes such as house prices

and racial segregation. We find that houses that were covenanted have on average

15% higher present-day house prices compared to houses that were not covenanted.

We also find a 1% increase in covenanted houses in a census blocks reduces black

residents by 14% and reduces black home ownership by 19%.

Housing discrimination has taken many forms in the United States2. One of the

instruments prevalent in American cities during the early-mid 20th century in was

the usage of racial covenants. Starting in the decade before World War I, real es-

tate platted neighborhoods and could decide racial restrictions when they divided

lots. Because a single developer would build swaths of houses together, covenants

legally prevented people of color from moving to particular neighborhoods. Thus,

racial covenants effectively determined who could live where. Covenanting homes

attracted higher prices relative to homes in the non-covenanted neighborhood,

given similar geographic amenities. Even after covenants became unenforceable in

1948, covenanted properties saw relatively higher private and public initial invest-

ment near them, and resulted in persistent differences across city areas via path

dependency (see David (1985), Acemoglu et al. (2001)).

In this paper, we exploit the unanticipated 1948 Supreme Court ruling that

rendered that racially-restrictive covenant contracts unenforceable (see Rothstein

2See Appendix B.0.1 for a timeline of these events.
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(2017) and Brown and Smith (2016))3. Using 1948 as a cut-off point and a fuzzy

regression discontinuity design, we compare the present-day outcomes of houses

and neighborhoods that were developed just before or after 1948 and were similar

after controlling for observed characteristics but for their ability to implement

racially-restrictive covenants. Our identifying assumption is that there are no

differences in unobservable quality of real estate developed right before and after

the decision, other than a time trend, and should not be correlated with any of

the outcomes variables after controlling for observed characteristics.

Our primary findings are that the effects of racially-restrictive covenants are

ever-present today and affect socioeconomic outcomes in a significant manner. In

particular, we find that houses that were covenanted, have on average 15% higher

2018 house values compared to properties which were not covenanted. Our results

are also consistent with hypothesis that covenant language was exercised in the

deeds of amenity scarce areas (Kaul (2019)). The high prices of homes in amenity

rich locations, such as near popular lakes, served as a mechanism to restrict people

of color from moving in4. Additionally, we find that a 1% increase of covenanted

lots within a census block results in a reduction of black resident population by

14% and reduction in black home ownership by 19% when calculating elasticities

at mean value. We do not find a statistically significant relationship between total

home ownership rate, non-white resident population, and home ownership rates

and covenant share. The covenanted property deeds were used mostly used in

locations that were less coveted and could not keep people of color out through

the price mechanism, effectively keeping middle-class African-Americans and other

minorities buying houses in certain middle-class neighborhoods (see Rothstein

(2017)).

We are agnostic about the specific mechanism that leads to the persistence ef-

fects of covenants. We discuss three possible mechanisms for the persistent effect

of covenants: private investment and home quality, public investment, and prefer-

3The Supreme Court had reaffirmed the legality and enforceability of racial covenants in Corrigan
v Buckley (1926). See Section 2 for more detailed discussion on this.

4Residents in these areas often employed other tools such as private investigators or buybacks
to prevent affluent black families from moving in.
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ence externalities. First, home owners may have chosen to invest more in covenant

neighborhoods because they were perceived as “nicer” than non-covenanted neigh-

borhoods. Alternatively, it is possible following the 1948 Supreme Court ruling

that developers were able to respond quickly to no longer charging higher prices

for covenanted homes and switched to lower quality materials in new homes. Sec-

ond, public investment in covenanted neighborhoods is higher relative to non-

covenanted neighborhoods because they had wealthier residents. Third, residence

prefer to consume similar local private goods as their neighbors and hence, choose

to live in areas with residents of similar preferences. Consumption complementar-

ity among residents generate higher home prices that persist in the long-run.

To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to investigate the long-term

impact of racial covenants used in private transaction contracts on present-day

outcomes with such detailed data. Unlike many other American cities, Minneapo-

lis did not have racially-segregated zoning policy because it began its expansion

after the Supreme Court invalidated them. Racial covenants were truly one of the

first housing discrimination instruments used in this region and affected the initial

geographic distribution of race. Thus, we can draw a straight line from covenants

to modern segregation and racial differences in the region.

In Section 2 we describes the use and history of racially restrictive covenants,

while Section 3 provides Literature Review. Section 4 discusses our newly con-

structed data set using the original property deeds as well as additional sources.

Section 5 discusses our empirical strategy. Section 6 discusses possible mechanisms

for persistence and Section 7 concludes.
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Figure 2.1: Sample Deed

Note: This deed has sample language of a racially restrictive covenants. Source: Mapping
Prejudice Project

2.2 Background to Covenants and Literature

Review

2.2.1 Background to Racially-Restrictive Covenants

In Minneapolis, Minnesota, the first racially-restrictive deeds appeared in 1910.

Soon thereafter, real estate companies began including the language within prop-

erty deeds sold throughout the city. Outside Minneapolis, the Supreme Court de-

cision of Buchanan v. Warley (1917) prohibited cities from enacting racial zoning

policies. Increased racial tension and violence the following year led to the “Red

Summer” of 1919 when white supremacists killed hundreds of African-Americans

throughout the country. In response, real estate developers, public officials, and

private citizens used the sale of private property to create a legally enforceable

system of housing discrimination. The housing deeds at the point of sale included

language which either explicitly prohibited many racial and ethnic groups from

ever purchasing or residing in a home5. While primarily focused on preventing

African-Americans from moving into neighborhoods, these clauses also excluded

many other groups stating that the “premises shall not at any time be conveyed,

mortgaged or leased to any person or persons of Chinese, Japanese, Moorish,

Turkish, Negro, Mongolian or African blood or descent.” See Figure 2.1 as an

example of such deeds 6.

The Supreme Court reaffirmed the legality and enforceablity of covenants when

it ruled in Corrigan v Buckley (1926) that the resell of property to black families

5Exceptions were allowed for domestic servants.
6For more samples see Appendix B.0.2.
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Figure 2.2: Expansion of buildings and racial covenants in Minneapolis, 1910-1949

(a) 1910-1919 (b) 1920-1929 (c) 1930-1939

(d) 1940-49

Note: Lots with racially-restrictive covenants are highlighted in red while homes built in the
same period in blue. Source: Mapping Prejudice Project.
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were void because of covenanted language. Following the ruling, if an individ-

ual seller wanted to sell to a minority group, past owners and even neighbors

could void the transaction. With the Supreme Court decision in hand, the use

of covenants became widespread across much of the United States, especially by

real estate developers in growing cities. This system was buttressed in 1924 by the

National Association of Real Estate Boards (NAREB) when it adopted an amend-

ment in its charter the use of covenants as part of its “code of ethics.” While it

was possible for an individual realtor to not keep with the code, expulsion from

the association resulted in “loss of the network of contacts and information crit-

ical to the practice of the real estate broker” (Jones-Correa (2000)). Developers

would often advertise the use of covenants as part of their amenities in order to

attract buyers and higher prices. Minneapolis and Hennepin County’s urbaniza-

tion occurred concomitantly with this national trend. Many real estate developers

built new homes with covenants to address the city’s swelling population which

grew from 301,408 in 1910 to 521,718 by 1950. As more people moved into the city

and racially-restrictive deeds spread, African-Americans were pushed into confined

neighborhoods. Even as the number of black residents continued to grow, large

parts of the city became completely white. The prevalence of covenants both lo-

cally and nationally cannot be understated. Figure 2.2, for example, shows that

there was a continued geographical spread in the spatial use of covenants from

1921 and 1951. According to our data set (see the next section), at its peak 20%

of extant homes in Hennepin County were covenanted in the year they were built.

After the Second World War, many real estate developers continued to promote

covenants in their property deeds. While there were repeated challenges to the

Corrigan decision, these were all dismissed by lower court levels and reaffirmed the

idea that that the Supreme Court would not interfere with the right to discrim-

inate in private agreements. However, a tide shifted when the Supreme Court,

citing the Equal Protection Clause of the 14th amendment, decided in Shelley

v. Kramer (1948) that racially restrictive covenants were no longer enforceable

and their language in property deeds to be void. This decision was followed by

the Minnesota Supreme Court in 1953 which banned racially restrictive covenant
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clauses in future property deeds. Congressional legislation passed the Fair Hous-

ing Act in 1968 explicitly banned housing discrimination on race. By this time,

however, zoning and development of Minneapolis and Hennepin County slowed

and even begun to decline. However, the racial makeup of neighborhoods deter-

mined in preceding decades persisted, where the region was highly segregated with

white families primarily residing in suburban areas and black families within se-

lect neighborhoods parts of Minneapolis. This segregation has continued for more

than fifty years, suggesting the highly long lasting effect that covenants had on

the racial distribution of the region.

This paper aims to address the segregation determined through the use of

covenants. We examine the income and racially characteristics of geographies

from 1970, 1980, 1990, and 2010 to show that racially restrictive covenants had a

long-lasting effect on these neighborhoods. We show that covenanted homes also

continued to receive higher prices to similar non-covenanted homes.

2.3 Literature Review

Economists have long studied the importance of an economy’s initial conditions

and its influence on city development, technology adoption, and economic growth

(see David (1985) and Acemoglu et al. (2001)). In the case of cities, these chan-

nels are reinforced by agglomeration forces that can generate persistent inequality

across neighborhoods (see Duranton and Puga (2003), Rosenthal and Strange

(2004)). Redding and Sturm (2008), Ahlfeldt et al. (2015), and Heblich et al.

(2015) show how initial market access, agglomeration and dispersion forces, and

commuter access of Berlin and London were determining factors in the long-run

neighborhood and city structure. Economics of density indicate that residential

and production externalities are highly localized and an important determinant for

incomes of immobile factors, such as land. This paper, studies the effect of initial

conditions set by racially-restrictive covenants on long run land and house prices

and the racial distribution of residents within a city. Our paper also connects with

the literature assessing the role of local neighborhoods effects on inter-generational
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mobility and inequality (Chetty and Hendren (2018a,b) and Chetty et al. (2018)

) and industrial zoning and house prices (see Shertzer et al. (2016)).

Several studies have considered how a city’s fundamentals contribute to spatial

outcomes across races. Spatial discrimination, where black workers cannot freely

move to certain neighborhoods, increases the cost to access of labor markets and

contributes to higher black unemployment (see Zenou and Boccard (2000)). Many

recent studies have examined the long-term effects of racial discrimination by fo-

cusing on credit access and the role of HOLC maps which disproportionately ef-

fected racial minority residents through “redlining” and giving worse credit ratings

to neighborhoods of people of color (see Krimmel (2017) and Appel and Nickerson

(2016)). In an extensive study across the United States, Aaronson et al. (2018)

use HOLC maps of 149 cities and a propensity score weighting approach to com-

pare boundaries of similar plots of land. They show that credit access determined

by HOLC maps had a significant impact on black home ownership, house values,

rents, and vacancy rates7. Similarly, poorer and minority neighborhoods are typ-

ically zoned for new construction projects such as freeways to detriment of local

residents (see Allen et al. (2015) and Brinkman and Lin (2019)). The racially-

restrictive covenants studied in this paper, predate the policies of “redlining” and

freeway construction and contributed to the geographic shape these policies took.

Thus, some of the effects captured by the the aforementioned papers is due to

racially-restrictive covenants that shaped the city structure other discriminatory

policies were enactedWe are currently working on including these features in fu-

ture versions of this research.. Furthermore, unlike the HOLC maps that were

drawn at a more aggregate neighborhood level, this paper can capture the gran-

ular effects of racial discriminatory policies since we can map racial covenants to

houses in present-day Minneapolis.

7Moreover, limited credit access generates long-lasting effects on inequality through multiple
channels such as education investment, (Cameron and Taber (2004)), entrepreneurship (Black
and Strahan (Black and Strahan)), or consumption (Carroll (2001)).
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Table 2.1: Summary Statistics

Non-covenanted Covenanted
Total Home Value 283,377 (166,628) 307,989 (99,990)
Parcel Sq. Ft 6,888.64 (5,649.25) 5,995.12 (1,170.33)
Bedrooms 3.05 (0.92) 3.18 (0.73)
Bathrooms 1.73 (0.77) 1.78 (0.68)
Fireplace 0.57 (0.77) 0.78 (0.70)
2010 Med HH Income 73,613.12 (25975.02) 79,634.44 (18,243.86)
2010 Share 18+ 0.79 (0.08) 0.77 (0.06)
2010 Share White 0.72 (0.16) 0.74 (0.09)
2010 Population 65.65 (35.10) 623.30 (15.82)
Observations 10,796 1,029

Note: This tables summary statistics. The variables House Value and Year Built are
from Hennepin County Tax Assessor data. House Value is for 2017. Variables on
income is from 2010 Census and the share of races is from 2010-2014 ACS estimates.

2.4 Data

Our analysis uses the Mapping Prejudice racial covenants (MP) data, Hennepin

County tax assessor data, the Census Bureau Decennial Survey from 1940, 1950,

and 2010, and the American Community Survey from 2010.

2.4.1 Mapping Prejudice Data

The MP data comes from the Mapping Prejudice Project. 8. This is a newly

constructed data set using the original sale deeds of all property sales that occurred

between 1910 and 1955. These are approximately 30,000 property deeds with

14,634 present-day houses with racial covenants in Hennepin county. Each deed

had information on the date executed, the date of the deed, the parties in the

transaction, and a geographical identifierUnfortunately, the deed information lacks

the original price of sale because parties would not disclose them in their original

filings to avoid property taxes. This practice continued until the 1970s when the

Minnesota government began to crack down on the tax avoidance.. See Appendix

B.0.3 for more information on the MP data.

Of the houses that were built before 1950 and 8.0% have a racially restric-

8See their website for more details https://www.mappingprejudice.org
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tive covenant associated with them. 41% of covenanted land has a house built

on it within 1 year. 51.7% of covenanted land has a house built on it after 1

year and before 1950. These covenants were added by real-estate developers onto

farmland converted into new houses in rapidly urbanizing Minneapolis. 6.9% of

already built houses have retro-actively added covenants with their sale deeds i.e.

individual sellers/homeowners added covenants. For our main analysis we focus

on houses/lots constructed between 1945-51. Of the extant houses constructed in

this period, 19.7% were covenanted at some point.

2.4.2 Assessor Data

Hennepin County assessor office regularly compiles modern housing characteristics

and valuations of homes for tax purposes. Our data set comes directly from

the assessor’s office and capture the housing characteristics between 2015-2018.

This data includes the house’s build year, geo-spatial location, square footage, lot

size, number of stories, and other such characteristics. For our main analysis of

houses/lots constructed between 1945-51. The mean home value over this period

is $301,302.5 and was built in 1948 (see Table 2.1). Using the build year of the

houses as well as their geographical location, we are able to identify and merge

the MP and assessor data to determine which modern homes reside on covenanted

lots.

2.4.3 Census and American Community Survey

We combine the above two data sets with demographic data from the Decennial

Censuses of 1940, 1950, and 2010. The Census data on race of residents, age, and

home ownership are available at census block level. The income data at census

block group level is from the American Community Survey 2010. While the MP

data covers all lots in Hennepin County, the census data from 1940 and 1950

covers Minneapolis only. This restricts our analysis to the city of Minneapolis.

We have a total of total of 91 census enumeration districts (1940-50 census), 1806

census blocks (2010 census), 218 census block groups (2010 census), 76 census
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tracts (2010 census), and 18 zip codes in the final data set. In 2010, the average

block is 61.1% white and 10.6% black with a mean annual income of $77,722 and

$44,720 for all and black families, respectively. We summarize this data between

covenanted and non-covenanted homes in Table 2.1.

Enumeration Districts for 1940 and 1950 Census

The census divisions have changed overtime with enumeration district being the

1940, 1950 equivalent in size but not geography to modern census tracts which

started in 1970. We created these enumeration districts and mapped them to mod-

ern National Historical Geographic Information System (NHGIS) spatial identifier

using old maps and location descriptions. We then the old joined enumeration

districts identifiers with the present day home’s NHGIS identifiers. Since this a

cumbersome process, we have constructed the enumeration districts for the city of

Minneapolis only. This is why our analysis, at this point, does not contain data

from the remainder of Hennepin county.

2.5 Racially-Restrictive Covenants and House

Prices

2.5.1 Empirical Strategy

In order to understand the persistence of housing discrimination, our goal is to

identify the causal effects of the historic racially-restrictive covenants on several

modern socioeconomic and geographic outcomes. Our outcomes of interest then

are divided between individual level and geographic variables where economies

of density play a major role. The outcome variables are the individual house

valuations in 2018.

The main variable of interest is the use of racially-restrictive covenants in a

lot in the past. For individual house level analysis, this variable is a dummy

of covenant use for that lot. For geographic area level analysis, this variable is
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the share of lots covenanted in a census block9. Thus, the treatment group is

covenanted lots, while the control group is not-covenanted lots. We use census

data and individual house characteristics as controls as described in the Section

4.

To causally identify the effects of racially-restrictive covenants on socioeco-

nomic outcomes today, we need to address the endogeneity concerns in this prob-

lem. There is a possibility that locations (or lots) with better or worse unobserved

quality increased the the likelihood of the lot being covenanted in the past. This

is a problem for us if the unobserved quality is also correlated with the outcome

variables like 2018 house prices. In addition, we only observe racially-restrictive

covenants but not other types of non-racial covenants associated with that lot.

These covenants could be correlated with the individual or geographic outcome

variables. In fact, there is some evidence that the lots that were covenanted were

in areas with low natural amenities (Kaul (2019)). At high amenity locations,

such as houses near popular lakes, the price mechanism was enough to keep peo-

ple of color out. In contrast, covenants were used mostly used in locations that

were less coveted (and hence, cheaper) and could not keep people of color out.

For real estate developers, using covenants was a mechanical way to increase the

desirability of a particular area and increased the value of which houses were sold.

In the southern Minneapolis area of Lake Nokomis, for example in Figure 2.3,

show how most of the neighborhood as covenanted. The lake was actually em-

bedded in marshland and considered an unattractive location to live. Covenants

were able to transform the area into a middle-class white enclave for Minneapolis.

Rothstein (2017) argues that covenants became effective tools to keep middle-class

African-Americans from buying houses in these neighborhoods. Thus, we expect

a negative omitted variable bias in our OLS estimates. To alleviate this issue, we

use a fuzzy regression discontinuity (RD) design.

9Note that the independent variable is not whether a land deed has covenant attached to it
but whether the covenant had any legal standing. This is applicable for 99% of new deeds we
observe in the time frame between 1945-1951.
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Figure 2.3: Racial Covenants and Amenities–Lake Nokomis

Parks
Racial Covenant

Note:This figure plots racial covenants around Lake Nokomis. Data from Mapping Prejudice
project.
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Figure 2.4: Regression Discontinuity on Covenant Deeds
around 1948 Decision

Note: This figure presents the local polynomial regression of
covenant deeds execution date around the discontinuity of the 1948
Supreme Court decision between 1920-1960. Data is from Mapping
Prejudice. In 1948 covenants become legally unenforceable.

2.5.2 Fuzzy Regression Discontinuity Design

We exploit the 1948 Supreme Court (SC) ruling that made racially restrictive

covenants unenforceable to address endogeneity concerns discussed above. The

RD design uses the 1948 ruling as a cutoff before which lots could be covenanted

with some positive probability while after the SC ruling that probability fell to 0

(see Figure 2.4 which plots covenanted deeds over time). In the RD approach,

identification of the covenants’ effects comes from the change in these probabilities

of being covenanted while no change in the unobservable quality of a lot being

built within a narrow window around the 1948 cut-off point. The fuzzy RD model

permits a non-linear time trend to account for unobservable quality to change

over time. Using the data on the year of house-built and execution date of housing

covenant deeds, we identify houses built right before and after the 1948 ruling. We

restrict our analysis between three time windows: 1945-1951, 1946-1950, and 1947-

1949. In addition, to the time trend, which we allow to be non-linear, we allow

for other factors such as location income, density and location dummy variables
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to be correlated with the choice of racially-restrictive covenants.

The identifying assumption we make is that unobservable quality of location

is not different immediately before and after 1948, other than a time trend, and

should not be correlated with any of the outcomes variables listed above. Because

the 1948 ruling that made covenants unenforceable was not anticipated, the cutoff

point is as good as randomly assigned and does not suffer from the usual problems

that RD in time designs suffer from. Contemporary observers expected that the

1948 ruling to move in a similar direction as the 1926 ruling by the U.S. Supreme

Court upheld the legality of racially restrictive covenants (see Jones-Correa (2000)

and Rothstein (2017)). We model the fuzzy RD design as a 2SLS IV approach

Angrist and Pischke (2008). Our analysis consists of an individual and geographic

level: household and census block level, respectively.

2.5.3 Empirical Model: House Level

An individual household j located in a census block i in present-day time period

t (2018 for our dependent variable and 2010 for our independent variables) has

house assessed value Yijt. The empirical model is given as:

log Yijt = α0 + α11{covjs}+ β1Xjt + β2Xit + θηi + εijt (2.1)

1{covjs} = γ0 + γ11{pre1949ej}+ f(Dates) + β2Xes + ηe + εejs (2.2)

where 1covjs is dummy for a house covenanted in s time period 1945-1951 (or

a sub-sample of this time period). Xit are census block/tract controls, Xjt are

house characteristics, and ηi captures neighborhood dummy effects. γ1 captures

the probability of a lot being covenanted, given that it was built before the 1948

ruling (1948 is inclusive). e is a census enumeration district and ηe captures the

enumeration district dummy effects. In addition to the linear time trend in the

equation above, f(Dates) is an nth-order polynomial in time, estimated flexibly.

The individual house characteristics we use are parcel area (in square feet),
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Table 2.2: Fuzzy RD Results: Individual House Values

OLS
(I)

OLS
(II)

First-Stage
(III)

RD-IV
(IV)

RD-IV
(V)

Dep. Var.
Log House

Value
Log House

Value
Covenanted

Log House
Value

Log House
Value

Covenanted
0.049***
(0.009)

0.029***
(.007)

0.309***
(0.050)

0.133***
(0.030)

Dummy built 1948
0.194***
(0.011)

Time Trend Poly N N Y Y Y
1940 region Dummy N N ED ED ED
2010 region Dummy Zip Zip N Zip Zip
Housing Characteristics N Y N N Y
1940/50 Census Controls N N Y Y Y
2010 Census Controls Y Y N Y Y
Clustered S.E. Block Block ED Block Block
Observations 11,003 10,998 11,003 10,667 10,662
R-sq 0.608 0.811 0.80 0.581 0.806

Note: This table presents the OLS, first-stage, and IV results from the fuzzy RD design with log
house values (2018) as a y-variable. The analysis is restricted to 1945-1951. The main explanatory
variable is a dummy for being covenanted. The instrument is a dummy for a house being built before
the RD cut-off point of 1948 (Dummy Built 1948). The time trend is a 2nd-degree polynomial. The
1940 region dummies are at census enumeration district level while the 2010 region dummy is at
zip code. The individual house characteristics are parcel area (in square feet), number of bedrooms,
fireplaces, bathrooms, roof type, construction type, exterior type, watershed district, and school
district. The 2010 census control variables are census block population, share of people above 18,
and share of white residents at block level, and median household income at census tract level. For
past census controls, we use median household income (1950), population density (1940), and share
white residents (1940) at the enumeration district level. We restrict our analysis to lots that are
residential in nature, excluding apartment buildings. Standard errors are clustered at census block
level or enumeration district level. The data comes from census (1940, 1950, 2010), ACS (2010),
Hennepin county tax assessor data, and the Mapping Prejudice project.

number of bedrooms, fireplaces, bathrooms, roof type, construction type, exterior

type, school district, and watershed district. In our robustness checks, we exclude

many of these variables without any changes of our overall results. We restrict our

analysis to lots that are residential but exclude multifamily apartment complexes.

The analysis is limited to extant houses only. For census control variables at time

t = 2010 we use block population density, share of people above 18, and share of

white residents at block level, and median income at tract level. For past census

controls, we use median household income (1950), population density (1940), and

share white residents (1940) at the enumeration district level.
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2.5.4 Individual House Price Results

The results of time-persistent effects of covenants on present-day house prices are

presented in Table 2.2. The table presents the OLS (model I and II), first-stage

(model III), and results from the fuzzy RD design (models IV and V) with log

house valuations (2018) as a dependent variable. All models limits analysis to

year of houses built 1945-1951, both years inclusive. The OLS results from model

I and II find that a lot being covenanted increases the present-day house values by

4.9% (without home characteristics) and 2.9% (with home characteristics). Both

models control for location characteristics, location dummy at zip-code level and

clustered standard errors at census block level. However, this estimate suffers

from omitted variable bias where the unobservable location quality is the omitted

variable. We believe that the estimated effect of 2.9% has a negative bias since

covenants were used less in the most coveted locations with better amenities. As

discussed previously, the price mechanism in high amenity locations was enough

to keep people of color out. The covenants were used mostly used in locations that

were less coveted and could not keep people of color out using high home values

(Kaul (2019)).

Model III presents the estimate from first-stage regression model of correla-

tion between house being built right before the 1949 cutoff point and whether it

was covenanted. After using location dummies and clustered standard errors at

enumeration district level, we find that a house being built before the Supreme

Court ruling increases the probability of it being covenanted by 0.194 times. A

flexible time trend estimation around the cutoff point finds that a 2nd-degree

polynomial is a best fit. This model also uses location controls for 1940 and 1950.

Appendix B.0.4 presents tests for valid instrument which reject the null hypoth-

esis of dummy covenant being exogenous. The Shea’s partial R-squared value is

0.1826, making dummy for being built before 1949 a valid instrument.

Models IV and V (preferred specification) presents the main results from the

2SLS IV fuzzy RD design with location dummies at zip-code without and with

housing characteristics. Using a 2nd-degree polynomial time trend and cluster-
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ing standard errors at block level, we find that a house using racially-restrictive

covenants has, on average, 14.22% higher house value in 2018 in our preferred

specification. The effect of being covenanted drops as we use location dummies

for smaller geographic locations, moving from 18 zip-codes (14.22%) to 218 census

block groups (3.7%). We believe that this captures some the externality of lots

being covenanted which is positively correlated with higher public investment such

as parks and negatively correlated with construction of highways (see Appendix

2.6). Additionally, as can been seen from Appendix B.0.5, the better rated

parts (blue and green) of the HOLC maps mostly overlay with the covenants, sug-

gesting more public and private investment near covenanted lots. For this reason,

our preferred specification is model V10.

Table 2.3 presents some robustness results from different bandwidth around

the cut-off point of 1948 and a “Donut” RD. We find that our results do not

change significantly as we change the bandwidth from 1945-1951 to either model

II 1946-1950, where the 2018 house values are 13.54% higher or model III 1947-

1949, where the 2018 house values are 13.42% higher. We do not go further out

of the bandwidth 1945-1951 to not only stay closer to the boundary but also to

not confound our results with effects of the Second World War. Model I, which

represents the “Donut” RD results excluding years 1948 and 1949 to mitigate

concerns about short-run selection or anticipation effects, finds similar results

where the 2018 house values are 16.76% higher if they had racially-restrictive

covenants. We also test the “Donut” RD results by removing year 1948 and 1947-

49 and find similar statistically significant results.

We test for the possibility of over-fitting from global time trend polynomial in

all our specifications by allowing for linear and higher order polynomials. Change

in time trend polynomial does not result in any significant changes in our results.

It can be seen from Model III in Table 2.3, our results are robust when we exclude

the year 1950. Model IV in Table 2.3 presents results placebo RD design at a

10We also explore the effect of covenants in the medium-term by examining homes sold between
1985-1990. In Appendix B.0.4, we show that covenants still had a significant effect on
home prices by following a similar regression using 1990 census characteristics. We show that
covenants cause an 11% increase in home sale prices from that period.
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Table 2.3: Robustness Tests for Fuzzy RD Results at House-Level Analysis

RD-IV
(Donut)

(I)

RD-IV
(1946-1950)

(II)

RD-IV
(1947-1949)

(III)

Placebo
(1931-1940)

(IV)

Dep. Var.
Log House

Value
Log House

Value
Log House

Value
Log House

Value

Covenanted
0.155∗∗∗

(0.039)
0.127ˆ***

(0.034)
0.126ˆ***

(0.032)
-0.023
(0.053)

Time Trend Poly. Y Y Y N
1940 region Dummy ED ED ED N
2010 region Dummy Zip Zip Zip Zip
Housing Characteristics Y Y Y Y
1940/50 Census Controls Y Y Y N
2010 Census Controls Y Y Y Y
Clustered S.E. Block Block Block Block
Observations 7,363 8,223 4,799 8,219
R-sqr 0.80 0.79 0.79 0.769

This table presents the IV results from the fuzzy RD design with log house values (2018)
as a y-variable with cut-offs restricted to 1946-1950 (model II) and 1947-1949 (model III).
Model I is a “Donut” RD with years 1945-1947 and 1950-1951 and Model IV presents
placebo RD for 1931-1940 with placebo cut-off at 1935. The main explanatory variable
is a dummy for being covenanted. The instrument is a dummy for a house being built
before the RD cut-off point of 1948 (Dummy Built 1949 ). The time trend is a 2nd-degree
polynomial. The 2010 fixed effects are at zip code level. The individual house characteris-
tics are parcel area (in square feet), number of bedrooms, fireplaces, and bathrooms. The
2010 census control variables are census block population, share of people above 18, and
share of white residents at block level, and median household income at census tract level.
For census controls in first stage, we use median household income (1950), population
density (1940), and share white residents (1940) at the enumeration district level. We
restrict our analysis to lots that are residential in nature, excluding apartment buildings.
Standard errors are clustered at census block level. The data comes from census (1940,
1950, 2010), ACS (2010), Hennepin county tax assessor data, and the Mapping Prejudice
project.
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Figure 2.5: House Characteristics over Time [1945-1951]

Note: This figure presents the mean and 95% confidence interval of home

characteristics from 1945-1951. Characteristics are number of bedrooms,

bathrooms, fireplaces, and house parcel area in square feet. Data is from

Mapping Prejudice. In 1948, the Supreme Court rules that covenants

are not legally enforceable.
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different time period between 1931-1940 with cut-off point randomly selected at

1935. We unable to test for another geographic location since covenants data is

not available for any other location. We also avoid testing at 1941-1944 so as to

not confound our results with effects of the Second World War. Analysing data

between 1931-1940, we find no statistically significant relation between covenants

and present-day house valuations. This also is true if we randomly select 1933 or

1937 as a cut-off point. We also test for a smaller 2010 regional dummy in which

we include in Appendix B.0.4. In narrower bands of our regional dummy, we

see the effects of covenants tend to decline. We believe that this is evidence that

covenants are exerting a positive externality on its immediate neighbors and prices

are reflecting these neighborhood prices.

2.6 Discussion on Mechanisms of Persistent

Effects

In this section, we discuss several possible mechanisms which may explain the

reason for the long-run effects of housing covenants after 70 years. While we are

agnostic per the exact mechanism which generates these effects, we hypothesize

and provide evidence that the long-run persistent effect of covenants manifests

through three different mechanisms: 1) private investment and home quality; 2)

public investment; 3) preference externalities.

2.6.1 Private Investment and House Quality

The first channel is through differences in private investments of covenanted and

non-covenanted lots. Given that the prices of homes in covenanted neighborhoods

were higher than that of an identical home in a non-covenanted neighborhood, then

home-owners may be more willing to continue to invest to maintain the quality

of their home in a “nicer neighborhood.” Our RD approach assumes that there

is a fixed cost of investment–at least in the short-run–and build quality in home

construction is inelastic to the Supreme Court ruling. Another possibility is for
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homes to have quality differences arising because of changes in unobservable build

quality immediately after the Supreme Court ruling. For example, developers may

begin using a lower quality windows or insulation because they may not be able

to sell the homes as high as they anticipated. We plot mean and 95% confidence

intervals of various house level characteristics before and after the 1948 ruling (see

Figure 2.5). Characteristics like bedrooms, bathrooms, and fireplaces do not

significantly change between 1945 and 1951 or around the cut-off date. Parcel

area also remains roughly constant during this time period with the exception of

1950. Moreover, changes to lower quality materials does not change our underlying

argument: covenanted homes which excluded people of color from living in them

garner higher home prices today.

2.6.2 Public Investment

An alternative mechanism which may propagate differences in house prices over

time is from public investment. Once neighborhoods had their initial conditions

established, over the next several decades there could be disparities in investment

of infrastructure, recreational, and public works between areas covenanted and

non-covenanted areas. Because covenanted homes were purchased by more affluent

and hence, politically more powerful groups, they could direct public policy in

their favor. The development of parks and greenways nearby work to increase

the local home values. In Figure 2.6, we discuss how highway development

avoided covenanted areas in the 1950s. Similarly, covenanted areas also had access

to cheaper credit from ”redlining” of HOLC maps. See Appendix B.0.5 for

discussion on the role of HOLC maps. Public investment may explain differences

in home prices across larger geographical areas, but homes within a narrower

proximity with each other should not see differences in house prices resulting from

these characteristics.
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Figure 2.6: African-American Population and Highway Location
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The African American Population in Minneapolis: 1940
This map shows the location of historic African-American communities in 
Minneapolis based on the enumeration districts used in the 1940 federal 
census. Contemporary highways and interstates are shown in red.  
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Note: This figure plots the African-American population in 1940 in Minneapolis and highway
locations. The development of highways in the 1950s intentionally avoided areas where covenants
were located. Instead, they cut through several areas where there were concentrations of African-
American populations in the 1940s. The data comes from the Mapping Prejudice project.
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2.6.3 Preference Externality

The third channel is through a positive preference externality whereby covenants

discourage dissimilar people from agglomerating. Analogously, covenants encour-

aged similar types of people to live in closer proximity with each other. Residents

will prefer to consume similar local private as their neighbors Waldfogel (2008).

Hence, similar demand in a neighborhood will have higher demand and hence a

higher price because this complementarity. Because home prices are a function of

both local amenities, private and public, as well as house characteristics, then the

initial condition of a neighborhood can have long-run effects on home prices. This

coupled with house market frictions can lead to persistent effects of covenants.

In the next subsections, we investigate this possibility by showing the racial

make-up of neighborhoods are highly persistent and reflect much of the 1940s and

1950s demographics of the enumeration districts they belonged in.

Empirical Model: Census Block Level

In addition to estimating the effect of historic covenants on present-day house

valuations, we also investigate covenants’ effects on percent of non-white residents,

percent of non-white home ownership and percent of non-white renting rates at

census block level. We include only black residents and both black and other

non-white residents in our analysis. Like the previous section, we model fuzzy

RD design as a 2SLS IV approach. The empirical model at census block level i is

given as:

Yit = α0 + α1%covis + β1Xit + θηi + εit (2.3)

%covis = γ0 + γ1%builtis + f(Dates) + β1Xes + +ηeεes (2.4)

where Yit is the percent of minority population, percent of minority home owner-

ship, and percent of minority renting rates at census block level at time t = 2010.

%covi is the share of lots that were covenanted within the 2010 census blocks i.
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Xi: are census block and tract level controls and s is time period 1945-1951 (or a

smaller time window within). %builtis is the share of houses within block i that

were built right before the 1948 cutoff point. Figure 2.7 shows the relationship

between the our main variable of interest (%covi) and the instrument (%builtis). e

is a census enumeration district and etae captures the enumeration district dummy

effects.

For these models, the dependent variables are percent. We also transform

these variables using the inverse hyperbolic sine (or arcsinh) transformation to

to approximate a normal distribution and to reduce the effect of outliers. This

transformation is preferable to the logarithm transformation as taking logarithm

would drop zero-valued observations. It also has the added advantage whereby

going from zero to one will have a substantially significant effect on the outcome

variables. The results section presents results using arcsinh dependent variables.

Appendix D presents the results from the model with percentages as dependent

variables. While the arcsinh doesn’t change the sign of significant variables, the

magnitudes do differ in the transformed and un-transformed variables. See Section

6.2 for more discussion on this.

Segregation Results

This section presents results on the time-persistent effect of the covenants on the

racial spatial structure of Minneapolis by studying the effects of covenants on

census block level. For this analysis, we only consider home built between 1945

and 1951, both years inclusive. Figure 2.7 graphically presents the first-stage of

our analysis, plotting share of houses built within a census block between 1945-

1948 out of all homes built between 1945-1951 against share of houses built and

covenanted within a census block between 1945-1948. As can be seen from the

figure, there are many census blocks that had all of their houses built between

1945-1948 covenanted. Model I in Table B.2 presents the first-stage regression

results. We find that a 1% increase in percentage of houses built before 1949

in a census block, increases the likelihood of houses covenanted by 0.104%. For

this analysis, we use 1940 enumeration district location dummy and also cluster
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Figure 2.7: Share of Census Block Built and Covenanted before 1948

Note: This figure consider all home built between 1945-1951. It plots the share of homes built
before 1949 against share of home covenanted and built before 1949. Source: Mapping Prejudice
Project

Table 2.4: RD Results at Block Level: Covenants and Home Ownership Rates

Dependent Var.
Arcsin %

Covenanted
(I) First-Stage

Arcsin %
ownership

(II) All races

Arcsin %
ownership
(III) Black

Arcsin %
ownership

(IV) Non-white
Arcsin % homes
covenanted

-0.025
(0.018)

-0.189***
(0.058)

0.086
(0.069)

Percent of homes
built <= 1948

0.006***
(0.000)

1940 Region Dummy ED ED ED ED
2010 Region Dummy Y Y Y Y
1940/50 Census controls Y Y Y Y
2010 Census Controls N Y Y Y
Clustered SE ED Block Block Block
Observations 1,782 1,772 1,772 1,772
R-sqr 0.232 0.699 0.601 0.570

This table presents the first-stage and IV results from the fuzzy RD design with arcsinh per-
centage of home ownership across races as dependent variables. The analysis is restricted to
homes built 1945-1951. The main explanatory variable is the percentage of census block built
1945-1948 and covenanted. The instrument is the percentage of census block built 1945-1948.
The 2010 census control variables are census block population, share of white residents , share
of vacant houses at block level, and median household income at census tract level. For census
controls in first stage, we use median household income (1950), population density (1940), and
share white residents (1940) at the enumeration district level. We restrict our analysis to lots
that are residential in nature, excluding apartment buildings. Standard errors are clustered at
census block group level. The data comes from census (1940, 1950, 2010), ACS (2010), and the
Mapping Prejudice project.
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Table 2.5: RD Results at Block Level: Covenants, Renting, and Population by Race

Dependent Var.
Arcsin %

population
(I) Black

Arcsin %
population

(II) Non-white

Arcsin %
rental

(III) Black

Arcsin %
rental

(IV) Non-white
Arcsin % of homes
covenanted

-0.140*
(0.077)

-0.055
(0.060)

0.035
(0.133)

-0.096
(0.147)

1940 Region Dummy ED ED ED ED
2010 Region Dummy Tract Tract Tract Tract
1940/50 Census controls Y Y Y Y
2010 Census Controls N Y Y Y
Clustered SE Block Block Block Block
Observations 1,772 1,772 1,545 1,545
R-sqr 0.605 0.558 0.520 0.498

This table presents the IV results from the fuzzy RD design with arcsinh percentage of renting
across races and arcsinh percentage of minority population as dependent variables. The analysis
is restricted to homes built 1945-1951. The main explanatory variable is the percentage of
census block built 1945-1948 and covenanted. The instrument is the percentage of census
block built 1945-1948. The 2010 census control variables are census block population, share of
owners , share of vacant houses at block level, and median household income at census tract
level. For census controls in first stage, we use median household income (1950), population
density (1940), and share white residents (1940) at the enumeration district level. We restrict
our analysis to lots that are residential in nature, excluding apartment buildings. Standard
errors are clustered at census block group level. The data comes from census (1940, 1950,
2010), ACS (2010), and the Mapping Prejudice project.

standard errors at this level. For census controls in first stage, we use median

household income (1950), population density (1940), and share white residents

(1940) at the enumeration district level. Models II, III, and IV in Table B.2 study

effect of covenants on home ownership rates across different races. The dependent

variable is inverse hyperbolic sine (or arcsinh) transformation of percent home

ownership. There is no statistically significant effect between home ownership rates

and percent of block being covenanted if we consider ownership rates across all

races or the non-white population (includes all races that are not white). However,

as can be seen in Model III, we find a statistically significant coefficient of -0.045

between percent of homes covenanted and black home ownership. Calculating the

arcsinh elasticity at the means, we find that a 1% increase in covenanted houses

within a block, reduces the black home ownership rates by 19%.

Additionally, as can be seen in Model I in Table 2.4 we find a statistically

significant coefficient of -0.047 between percent of homes covenanted and black

residents within a block. Calculating the arcsinh elasticity at the means, we find

that a 1% increase in covenanted houses within a block, reduces the black resident
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rates by 14%. We do not find statistically significant relationship between non-

white resident population and larger share of blocks being covenanted (Model II).

We also do not find statistically significant relationship between renting rates of

minorities and larger share of blocks being covenanted. While results in Tables

2.4 and 2.5 are with transformed arcsinh dependent variable, see Tables B.2 and

B.3 in Appendix B.0.4 for untransformed dependent variable in percentages.

The sign and the statistical significance does not change with the transformation,

but the magnitude of the effects varies slightly.

These results are indicative of the fact that most racial covenants specifically

prevented African-American families from buying or renting these houses. They

are also indicative of the fact the most non-black minorities moved into Minneapo-

lis much after covenants were made unenforceable. Thus, the time-persistent ef-

fects are seen more starkly among the African-American population whose initial

settlement took place around the time racial covenants were legally enforceable.

2.7 Conclusion

In this paper, we document the effects of racially-restrictive housing covenants on

present day outcomes such as current house valuations, racial segregation, and

home ownership by African-Americans. We use a unique and newly constructed

data which analyzes all historic sales deeds in Minneapolis and identifies lots that

used racially restrictive covenants. After mapping these covenanted lots to present-

day geography of Minneapolis and using regression discontinuity design around the

unanticipated 1948 Supreme Court ruling that made racially-restrictive covenants

unenforceable, we document that racial covenants have had time-persistent effects

and have significantly affected the socioeconomic geography of Minneapolis. In

particular, we document that houses that were covenanted have on average 15%

higher present-day house values compared to houses that were not covenanted. We

also find that census blocks with larger share of covenanted lots have smaller black

population and lower black home ownership rates. Our results are consistent with

theory that racially-restrictive covenants were effective in keeping middle-class
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African Americans and other minorities from buying houses in certain middle-

class neighborhoods.

While we find large effects of the a historic racial housing policy on present-day

outcomes, the current research cannot shed light on policies to alleviate the in-

equality created by racial covenants. Further research is required to provide policy

proposals to mitigate the time-persistent effects of racial covenants. However, our

current research sheds light on the existence of these persistent effects. Subse-

quent studies could examine how covenants effected the neighborhoods and house

ownership non-white non-black residents and religious groups. Additionally, our

current analysis uses regression discontinuity design to causally study the effect of

racial covenants. Given the study design of this paper, the results show the local

effect near the boundary of the 1948 decision which may not extend away from

the boundary. We expect a non-parametric approach which matches similar lots

near each other would help us understand the effects of covenants a life-time after

they fell.
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Appendix A

Appendix to Chapter 1

A.0.1 Background to Land Market Frictions in India

Case Study of Land Acquisition in Car Manufacturing Industry

Consider a typical case of land aggregation for an automobile plant in the U.S. For

it’s Fort Wayne plant in Indiana, GM acquired 937 acres of land from 29 owners in

a period of two months in 1984 (Owen, 1990). In the U.S., there has been only one

case where eminent domain was used to acquire land in the automobile industry.

For a GM plant setup in Poletown (suburban Detroit) in Michigan in 1981, the

local government acquired 465 acres from 1447 households and businesses (Butters,

2015). Contrast that with the land acquisition process for the automobile industry

in India. Consider the case of the Tata Nano plant where the government of the

Indian state of West Bengal used eminent domain to aggregate 997 acres of land.

It did so by aggregating over 13,970 parcels and provided compensation to around

12,000 landholders (Ghatak et al., 2013). Use of eminent domain for large scale

manufacturing is common in India. Of the 28 automobile plants setup in India

since 1980, at least 79% have been developed on land aggregated using eminent

domain. However, eminent domain is fraught with controversy and on average, it

can take up to 2 years to aggregate land using eminent domain in India.
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Fragmentation and Land Policy Issues in India

Land market frictions in India arise due to increased land fragmentation over time,

ineffective land related policies, and thin land markets. Historically in India, land

bequests occurred from father to all children, splitting a land parcel into multiple

parcels (Jha et al., 2005). This is unlike the American or British inheritance system

where land was passed on to the eldest son.1 In addition, after independence from

the British in 1947, the Indian government transferred land from few landlords to

many farmers (Deshpande, 2003). While these efforts met goal of equity in land

holdings to a certain extent, they also increased the land parcel fragmentation in

the country (Jha et al., 2005). The average parcel size decreased from 5.7 acres in

1971 to 2.8 acres 2011. Given the average parcel size of 2.8 acres, a firm may have

to, on an average, aggregate over 172 parcels to setup a manufacturing plant for 500

acres.2 Land fragmentation not only reduces the size of each parcel, it also makes

parcel shapes irregular and results in loss of land that gets absorbed in boundaries

(Demetriou et al., 2012). See Figure 1.1 to see what the land parcel shapes and size

look like in an average village. Additionally, due to several socio-economic reasons,

land holders are less willing to sell land in India. Holding land is considered

a symbol of higher social status and paucity of other safe assets makes holding

land particularly attractive (Niroula and Thapa, 2005).3 Maitreesh Ghatak and

Mookherjee (2013) argue that poor land records make it harder to transfer land

ownership, while lack of brokerage services and limited flow of information about

buying and selling opportunities create frictions in the land markets.

Aggregating large and contiguous parcels of land for manufacturing purposes is

also difficult due to policy reasons. Laws in most states in India prohibit the sale

of agricultural land to anyone but agriculturalists i.e. people already owning some

agricultural land (Deshpande, 2003). There are also severe leasing restrictions

for land leases for manufacturing purposes (CSIS, 2016). In the 1970s, India

1Historically, the French followed an inheritance system like Indians and land parcels sizes in
France were much smaller than that in Britain (Lusho et al., 1998).

2Contrast this with land acquisition in China where land is state owned and leased out to
industries circumventing bargaining issues associated with fragmentation (Ding, 2007).

3See (Chakravorty, 2013) for thin and inactive land markets, especially in rural India.
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introduced land ceiling laws that prohibited holding unused land above a certain

threshold, preventing agents in the economy to aggregate land. In addition, strict

tenancy laws in favor of tenants lead to concealment of ownership status adding to

the frictions in the land market (Deshpande, 2003). Furthermore, land transaction

taxes are also very high in India. This results in underreporting of real sale values

and thinner land markets. The fragmentation, socio-economic issues and ill-effects

from land policies compound and make aggregation of land parcels difficult. This

becomes an issue for economic activities that require large inputs of land such as

large-scale agriculture, infrastructure, and manufacturing. The focus of this paper

is on large scale manufacturing.

Figure A.1: Mean Number of Entrants across ULCRA Repeal and Non-Repeal States

Note: This figure mean number of manufacturing entrants across
ULCRA (land ceiling law) repeal and non-repeal states [1999-2014].
The first vertical line in 2003 represents the first stage of repeal.
Vertical line in 2008 represents the later stage of repeal. The data
is from ASI and self collected.

In addition to the land market frictions that induce firms to hold land without

building and a land adjustment strategy based on bite by bite land addition,

land policies also affect the manufacturing sector. Consider the land ceiling law

ULCRA (1976) which imposed a ceiling on ownership and possession of vacant land

in urban areas. Even though the purpose of the law was to increase the supply of

urban land, the result was a restriction on supply and increased land prices since

such land was held up in lengthy legal battles (Bertaud and Malpezzi, 2003). In

2003 some states has repealed the land ceiling law and it had an immediate effect
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on the entry by manufacturing establishments in those states. See Figure A.1 for

increase in mean number of large entrants (100 employees or more at entry date)

in the states that repealed the law compared to states that did not. In 2008, more

states repealed the land ceiling law.
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A.0.2 Data Methods

Data Cleaning Exercises

The industry classification in the ASI data is given by National Industrial Classifi-

cation (NIC) codes which are closely related to SIC codes. The NIC codes changed

twice during the sample in years 2004 and 2008. A direct correspondence across

the three NIC codes does not exist. Thus instead of attempting to match NIC

coded across industries, this paper selected firms that have at least one NIC-2008

classification. It then applied this NIC-2008 classification to all available years

for that firm. In additional, land and other capital input data is also cleaned

using the redundant questions asked by ASI. This paper uses the procedure that

is followed by the U.S. Census Bureau which makes sure that the final value is a

sum (or difference) of additions (or deductions). Thus, for land and capital input,

I take the opening value of land and capital stock and follow the additions and

subtractions as shown in Figure 5.

Deflators

The data on manufacturing deflators known as Wholesale Price Index (WPI)

comes from the Office of the Economic Advisor of India. The NIC classifica-

tion for the deflators does not match one-to one with the industry codes from ASI

dataset. To overcome this issue, I hand match the two digit ASI industry code

level to the closest matching industry in WPI data. For material item codes with

no close matches, I deflate using the aggregate manufacturing deflator. Since cap-

ital stock data is disaggregated, I deflate the plant and machinery equipment and

transport equipment capital stock with matching WPI deflators. The remaining

capital stock is deflated using the RBI’s Gross Domestic Capital Stock Formation

(GDCS) deflator. A land price index by RBI is available for residential prices

in 10 major cities in India, based on mortgage data. The extent of correlation

between residential, industrial and agricultural land price indices is not obvious.

In the absence of any land price data on agricultural and industrial land in India,

I construct deflated land value measure in three district ways. I do robustness
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Figure A.2: ASI Form for Fixed Capital: Sample

checks to assure that my results do not vary drastically based on the method of

deflation. First, I deflate land value using the GDCS deflator. Second, I use the

RBI residential price deflator for states in which the 10 major cities are in.

In addition, deflating the value of land is done in two ways so that proper

base year for delation can be established. The challenge is that for firms that

entered before 1998 (35% of firms), I cannot see if the price of land is at original

land price value or has been reevaluated at some point of time. Since, the ASI

guidelines recommend not reevaluating the land input and I see less than 1% of

firm reevaluating land in the data, I assume that the price shown is at original

land price value of the date of entry. This assumption does not account for the

fact that if additions made post the entry year, the added value is marked at sale

value of the year of addition.

Agricultural Census Data

I have data on Agricultural Census of 2000, 2005, and 2010. The analysis in this

paper is at state level. The Agricultural Census provides detailed information on

discrete distribution of location area divided into 10 lot size bins indexed by q.
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Create two indices of fragmentation f 1
jt, f

2
jt for location j at time t:

f 1
jt =

10∑
q=1

sqjtQqjt f 2
jt =

10∑
q=1

sqjtQqjtaqjt

sqjt is the share of total location j’s land in lot size bin q. Qqjt is the midpoint area

of lot size bins q and aqjt is the area in lot size bin q. f 1
jt is the number index and

f 2
jt is the area index. Index f 2

jt puts more weight on bigger states that have higher

area in larger lots. Table A.1 provides summary statistics on land fragmentation

over time across states in India.

Table A.1: Summary Statistics: Land Fragmentation over Time

Year
Average Parcel

Size (acres)
Number
Index

Area
Index

N

Mean S.D Mean S.D Mean S.D

2000 1.80 1.47 1.94 1.14 4.45 2.48 26
2005 1.62 1.35 1.74 1.26 4.40 2.59 29
2010 1.62 1.25 1.75 1.23 4.08 2.31 26

Note: This tables provides summary statistics on land fragmen-
tation over time across states in India. Data is from Agricultural
Census of India 2000, 2005, and 2010.
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A.0.3 Descriptive Evidence: Land Bite Strategy and

Land Frictions

Figure A.3: Land Adjustment in Cross-Section

Note: This figure presents the share of establishment adjusting
land in a given cross section year [1999-2015]. The data is from
ASI.

Figure A.4: Density of Land Adjustment across Ownership Status

Note: This figure presents the land adjustment density of firms
varied across ownership status [1999-2015]. Establishments are
either fully private owned or jointly owned by government and
private parties. Values are in 2005 constant thousand USD.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test shows that the two empirical
distributions are different in statistically significant manner re-
jecting the null hypothesis of same distribution by p-value of
0.000. The figure is truncated on both sides for clarity. The
data is from ASI.
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Figure A.5: Density of Land Adjustment across States

Note: This figure presents the land adjustment density of firms across states
[1999-2015]. The figure presents data from 12 states with most manufacturing.
State index:- GJ: Gujarat, MH: Maharashtra, AP: Andhra Pradesh, WB: West
Bengal, UP: Uttar Pradesh, PN: Punjab, HR: Haryana, KA: Karnataka, KR:
Kerala, MP: Madhya Pradesh, RJ: Rajasthan, TN: Tamil Nadu. Values are in
2005 constant thousand USD. The figure is truncated on both sides for clarity.
The data is from ASI.

A.0.4 Production Function Estimation: Productivity

Estimates
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Table A.2: Productivity Residual Estimates

Industry
(NIC Code)

Count Mean St. Dev.

Food Products (10) 19026 12.725 1.497

Textile (13) 14983 12.036 1.139

Non-Metallic Mineral (23) 13752 10.551 1.463

Chemical Products 10114 12.457 1.617

Basic Metals (24) 8165 12.207 1.383

Machinery & Equipment (28) 8061 12.936 1.536

Wearing Apparel (14) 6114 10.634 1.123

Fabricated metals (25) 6628 12.023 1.372

Vehicles (29) 6631 11.741 1.253

Electrical Equipment (27) 6265 13.454 1.610

Note: This tables presents the residual productivity estimates from
Levinsohn and Petrin (2003) estimation on Indian manufacturing es-
tablishment data (1999-2015) using both land and capital as state vari-
ables.
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Appendix B

Appendices to Chapter 2

B.0.1 Timeline of Housing Discrimination and Policies

Note: The abolition of covenants pre-date other fair housing policies such as the Fair

Housing Act (1968) or the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (1974).
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B.0.2 Sample Racial Covenants

Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample 3
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Sample 4
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B.0.3 Mapping Prejudice Data

The MP data is compiled by a team of geographers, historians, and researchers who combed

through tens of thousands of property deeds to uncover racial covenants. Every property deed

from 1910-1970 in Hennepin County was scanned and digitized using an optical character recog-

nition software (OCR). These OCR documents were then separated into two sets: one where

there are definitely not any racial covenants and the remainders. Categorization into the first

group is based on the date that the deed was executed (there were no covenants after 1953).

Identifying racial covenants in the second group was determined by the crowd-sourcing soft-

ware Zooniverse. The Zooniverse crowd-sourcing strategy had users go through a training set of

racially restricted deeds. After completing the training, users would individually go through each

deed identifying whether there was any racial covenant data. Each deed would be reviewed by

several users before it was classified as covenanted or not. Once deeds including racial covenants

were identified, a geographer would then assign a spatial identifier based on information in the

deed. Assignment of a geographical marker is based on the contemporaneous address found in

the deed and are updated to reflect the present-day block and lot information. We assume that

the number of racial covenants exceeds those of which we identify.

We then combine the MP data with with 2018 tax assessor data from Hennepin County

containing not only values of the homes and land, but also housing characteristics such as the

number of stories, home square footage, lot size, and so forth. We then limit our analysis to

homes which are categorized as single-family detached dwelling, single-family attached dwelling,

and multi-family residential, excluding multi-family apartments and commercial real-estate. Per

our identification strategy, we restrict our analysis to homes built between 1945-1951 for our

empirical strategy. This gives us 994 covenants out of 10,037 extant homes. These homes are

then mapped to the 2010 Census block, block group, and tract which we combine with 2010

Census block level information on residents’ races (white, Hispanic, black, Asian, etc.). The

census information includes population, home ownership rates, and rental rates by race. We

complement the census data with the contemporaneous American Community Survey 2010-2014

data on median household income by race at the block group level.

For historical data, we join our data set with information from the decennial census in

1940, 1950, 1970, and 1980. For the 1940 and 1950 census, the lowest level of available data

is the enumeration district, equivalent in size to modern-day census tracts. It should be noted

that the classification of enumeration districts from this period is different than the 2010 census

tracts, and thus homes within the same 2010 census tract may have fallen into different historical

enumeration districts. In contrast, 1970 and 1980 data contains block group level data on the

2010 geographies and avoid this difference. The 1970 census data contain information on white,

black, and “other” home ownership, rental rate, income, and population. Whenever variables
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were described as “Spanish” or “other” there was no overlap between the two so we treat them

a single racial group. We impute the average income by race from the 1980 census data using

the midpoint of ranges of incomes and the number of families in that range.
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B.0.4 Robustness Tests

Tests for Valid Instruments

Tests of endogeneity

Ho: variables are exogenous

Robust regression F(1,1776) = 13.926 (p = 0.0002)

(Adjusted for 1777 Census Blocks Clusters)

Shea’s partial R-squared

0.1826

This table presents the valid instruments tests for the IV regressions in Table 2.2. The

endogenous variable is a dummy for a covenanted house and the instrument is a dummy for

house being built before 1949. The analysis is restricted to 1945-1951. The data comes from

census (1940, 1950, 2010), ACS (2010), Hennepin county tax assessor data, and the Mapping

Prejudice project.
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House Level Block Group Region

Robustness Tests for Fuzzy RD Results at House-Level Analysis

RD-IV

(I)

RD-IV

(II)

Dep. Var.
Log House

Value

Log House

Value

Covenanted
0.057*

(0.032)

0.025

(0.022)

Time Trend Poly Y Y

1940 region Dummy ED ED

2010 region Dummy Block Group Block Group

Housing Characteristics N Y

1940/50 Census Controls Y Y

2010 Census Controls Y Y

Clustered S.E. Block Block

Observations 10,667 10,662

R-sqr 0.733 0.865

This table presents the IV results from the fuzzy RD design with log house values (2018) as a

y-variable with cut-offs restricted to 1945-1951. The main explanatory variable is a dummy for

being covenanted. The instrument is a dummy for a house being built before the RD cut-off

point of 1948 (Dummy Built 1949). The time trend is a 2nd-degree polynomial. The 2010 fixed

effects are at zip code level. The individual house characteristics are parcel area (in square feet),

number of bedrooms, fireplaces, bathrooms, roof type, construction type, exterior type, school

district, and watershed district. The 2010 census control variables are census block population,

share of people above 18, and share of white residents at block level, and median household

income at census block group level. For census controls in first stage, we use median household

income (1950), population density (1940), and share white residents (1940) at the enumeration

district level. We restrict our analysis to lots that are residential in nature, excluding apartment

buildings. Standard errors are clustered at census block level. The data comes from census

(1940, 1950, 2010), ACS (2010), Hennepin county tax assessor data, and the Mapping Prejudice

project.
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Table B.1: Fuzzy RD Results: Individual House Sale Prices (1985-1989)

RD-IV (1985-1989)
Dep. Var. Log Sale Prices

Covenanted
0.107ˆ***

(0.052)
Sale Year Dummy Y
Time Trend Poly. Y
1940 region Dummy Y
1980 region Dummy Zip
Housing Characteristics Y
1940/50 Census Controls Y
1980 Census Controls Y
Clustered S.E. Block
Observations 563
R-sqr 0.6295

Note: This table presents the IV results from the fuzzy RD design with log sales prices 1985-
1989 as a y-variable. The analysis is restricted to houses built 1945-1951. The main explanatory
variable is a dummy for being covenanted. The instrument is a dummy for a house being built
before the RD cut-off point of 1948 (Dummy Built 1948). The time trend is a 2nd-degree
polynomial. The 1940 region dummies are at census enumeration district level, while the 1980
region dummies are at zip code. The individual house characteristics are parcel area (in square
feet), number of bedrooms, fireplaces, and bathrooms. The 1980 census control variables are
census block population, share of home owners, and share of white residents at block level. For
past census controls, we use median household income (1950), population density (1940), and
share white residents (1940) at the enumeration district level. We restrict our analysis to lots
that are residential in nature, excluding apartment buildings. Standard errors are clustered at
census block level or enumeration district level. The data comes from census (1940, 1950, 1980),
Hennepin county tax assessor data, and the Mapping Prejudice project.

House Price Results: Robustness

There is a concern that the results presented above can be masking some of the affects of racial

assortative sorting and preference for living among people of one’s own race. While these factors

can and do exist, this section attempts to assuage these concerns by analyzing house sale prices

from 1985-1990. In all of our analysis, we only consider newly built houses between 1945-1951.

Given that people tend to occupy their new houses for 30-40 years, if we consider data from

1985-1989 which is about 40 years later, we can alleviate some of the issues associated with

sorting as non-frequent movement of house owners prevents new home owners from moving in.

We focus on 1985-1989, both years inclusive, since we do not have enough sale price data before

1985. After 1989, the effects of sorting can start taking place. We run the following model for

our analysis:
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log Yijt = α0 + α11{covjs}+ β1Xjt + β2Xit + θηi + ξti + εijt (B.1)

1{covejs} = γ0 + γ11{pre1949ej}+ f(Dates) + β2Xes + ηe + εejs (B.2)

Yijt is the sale price of a house between 1985-1989. 1covj : Dummy for a house covenanted in s

time period 1945-1951 (or a sub-sample of this time period). Xi Census block/tract controls, Xj

house characteristics, ηi is neighborhood dummy variable, and t captures sale year time trend.

γ1 captures the probability of a lot being covenanted, given that it was built before the 1948

ruling. e is a census enumeration district and etae captures the enumeration district fixed effects.

In addition, the linear time trend in the equation above, f(Dates) is an nth-order polynomial

in time, estimated flexibly.

Table B.1 presents results of the effect of covenants on house sale prices between 1985 and

1989, where effects of sorting are minimized. The sale price of covenanted lots is 11.27% higher

than non-covenanted lots. We recommend treating the results from this model as suggestive

rather than accurate measure of the magnitude of the effects of covenants on house sale prices.

First, we have few observations (563) in this model and are constrained by frequency and data

on house sales during this time period. Second, we use the house characteristics from 2018

assessor data since house characteristics from 1980 assessor data don’t exist. Nonetheless, the

house characteristics we use are parcel area (in square feet), number of bedrooms, fireplaces,

and bathrooms which are unlikely to alter much over time. In-spite of these issues, we find that

house values of non-covenanted lots were depressed in the time period where effects of sorting

are minimized suggesting significant effect of covenants on house sale prices.

More Group Level Results

This appendix presents results on the time-persistent effect of the covenants on the racial spa-

tial structure of Minneapolis by studying the effects of covenants on census block level using

percentage home ownership rates across different races and percentage of minority residents as a

dependent variable. While results in Tables B.2 and B.3 are with transformed untransformed

dependent variable in percentages, see Section 6.2 with transformed arcsinh dependent variable.

Models II, III, and IV in Table B.2 study effect of covenants on home ownership rates across

different races. The dependent variable is percent home ownership. There is no statistically

significant effect between home ownership rates and percent of block being covenanted if we

consider ownership rates across all races or the non-white population (includes all races that are

not white). However, as can be seen in Model III, we find a statistically significant coefficient

of -0.045 between percent of homes covenanted and black home ownership. This implies that

a 1% increase in covenanted houses within a block, reduces the black home ownership rates by
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Table B.2: RD Results at Block Level: Covenants and Home Ownership Rates

Dep. Var.
Percent

Covenanted
First-Stage(I)

Percent
ownership

(II) All Races

Percent
ownership
(III) Black

Percent
ownership

(IV) Non-White

Percent of homes covenanted
-0.028
(0.027)

-0.045ˆ**
(0.022)

0.034
(0.027)

Percent of homes built ≤ 1948
0.104ˆ***

(0.026)
1940 region Dummy ED ED ED ED
2010 region Dummy N Tract Tract Tract
1940/50 Census Controls Y Y Y Y
2010 Census controls N Y Y Y
Clustered S.E. ED Block group Block group Block group
Observations 1,789 1,770 1,770 1,770
R-sqr 0.210 0.643 0.788 0.827

This table presents the first-stage and IV results from the fuzzy RD design with percentage of home
ownership across races as dependent variables. The analysis is restricted to homes built 1945-1951. The
main explanatory variable is the percentage of census block built 1945-1948 and covenanted. The instru-
ment is the percentage of census block built 1945-1948. The 2010 census control variables are census
block population, share of white residents , share of vacant houses at block level, and median household
income at census tract level. For census controls in first stage, we use median household income (1950),
population density (1940), and share white residents (1940) at the enumeration district level. We restrict
our analysis to lots that are residential in nature, excluding apartment buildings. Standard errors are
clustered at census block group level. The data comes from census (1940, 1950, 2010), ACS (2010), and
the Mapping Prejudice project.

Table B.3: RD Results at Block Level: Covenants, Renting Rates, and Population by
Race

Dep. Var.
Percent
Black

(I)

Percent
Non-White

(II)

Percent
Renting

(III) Black

Percent
Renting

(IV) Non-White

Percent of homes covenanted
-0.047ˆ*
(0.028)

0.059
(0.042)

0.063
(0.064)

0.004
(0.082)

1940 region Dummy ED ED ED ED
2010 region Dummy N Tract Tract Tract
1940/50 Census Controls Y Y Y Y
2010 Census controls Y Y Y Y
Clustered S.E. Block group Block group Block group Block group
Observations 1,770 1,770 1,543 1,543
R-sqr 0.758 0.815 0.535 0.603

This table presents the IV results from the fuzzy RD design with percentage of renting across races and
percentage of minority population as dependent variables. The analysis is restricted to homes built between
1945-1951. The main explanatory variable is the percentage of census block built between 1945-1948 and
covenanted. The instrument is the percentage of census block built between 1945-1948. The 2010 census
control variables are census block population, share of owners , share of vacant houses at block level, and
median household income at census tract level. For census controls in first stage, we use median household
income (1950), population density (1940), and share white residents (1940) at the enumeration district level.
We restrict our analysis to lots that are residential in nature, excluding apartment buildings. Standard errors
are clustered at census block group level. The data comes from census (1940, 1950, 2010), ACS (2010), and
the Mapping Prejudice project.
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0.045%.

Additionally, as can be seen in Model I in Table B.3 we find a statistically significant coef-

ficient of -0.047 between percent of homes covenanted and black residents within a block. Thus

a 1% increase in covenanted houses within a block, reduces the black resident rates by 0.047%.

We do not find statistically significant relationship between non-white resident population and

larger share of blocks being covenanted (Model II). We also do not find statistically significant

relationship between renting rates of minorities and larger share of blocks being covenanted.
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Figure B.1: Redlining and Racial Covenants

Note: This figure overlays the HOLC map with racial covenants. The racial covenants are in
purple. Type A: Best (Green) – newer or areas still in demand. Type B: Still Desirable (Blue) –
areas expected to remain stable for many years. Type C (Yellow): Definitely Declining – areas in
transition. Type D: Hazardous (Red) – older areas considered risky Source: Mapping Prejudice
Project

B.0.5 Public Investment

HOLC and Racial Covenants

The Homeowners’ and Loan Corporation (HOLC) effected neighborhood make-up and con-

tributed to persistent racial inequality. These zoning grades are strongly correlated with covenanted

and non-covenanted neighborhoods. Covenanted neighborhoods were considered less risky than

non-covenanted neighborhoods. Type A: Best (Green) – newer or areas still in demand. Type

B: Still Desirable (Blue) – areas expected to remain stable for many years. Type C (Yellow):

Definitely Declining – areas in transition. Type D: Hazardous (Red) – older areas considered

risky. As can be seen from Figure B.1, the covenants overlay either green or blue parts of the

HOLC map.

Covenants and other Racial Housing Instruments

Covenants stand in contrast to other forms of housing discrimination because they were deter-

mined by private contracts and not part of a government policy. This made covenants more

idiosyncratic and spread out across a city. During the Great Depression, the federal government

set up the Homeowners’ and Loan Corporation (HOLC) to limit the number of foreclosures.
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The HOLC created a series of maps for over 200 American cities based on neighborhood housing

age, vacancy rates, home quality, and other housing characteristics but also the demographic

make-up of neighborhoods such as race and immigration status. Areas with predominantly

African-American population would be rated the lowest making access to credit harder for these

residents. The prevalence of covenants and racial demographics of neighborhoods were direct de-

terminants in establishing HOLC maps used to assess different neighborhoods for credit ratings.

Appendix B.0.5 shows a map of Minneapolis’ credit rating where covenanted homes are consis-

tently in neighborhoods with higher credit ratings. The federal, state, and local governments also

based zoning projects, highway construction, and affordable housing on the racial backgrounds of

neighborhoods. Construction of the interstate highway system, for example, disproportionately

targeted black communities throughout the United States (see Connerly (2002)).
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